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A tree is planted in memory
of Dennis Thayer, tofmer
director of student
organizations and Stearns
Hall.
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Election profiles
Elections for Student
Government positions begin
May 7.
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Council redu~es director candidate pool
·down the list of candidates,"
Lewenstein said.

by Lloyd Dalton
Staff writer

The

The
Minnesota
Higher
Education Services Council
search committee has reduced
the number of candidates for
HESC director from six to four.
Originally, there were 35
candidates for the position, said

Phil

Lewenstein,

HESC

director of communication and
legislation. Lewenstein said the

process of selecting the most
qualified candidates has been
ongoing since March 1.
"The search committee has
met several times to narrow

committee's
final
selection will follow interviews
of the four finalists May 20 in
St. Paul.

0 Cheryl
Maplethorpe,
director of the division of
student financial aid for the
Minnesota Higher Education
Services Office
□ Leslie K. Mercer, interim
director of the Minnesota
HESO
□ Robert
K.
Poch,
associate commissioner, South
Carolina Commission on
Higher Education

□ Bruce G. Stahl, higher
education
consultant
in
Lincoln, Neb. and associate
graduate faculty member for
the
Central
Michigan
University College of Graduate
Studies Extended Degree
Program
The HESC director position
has been filled on an interim
basis by Mercer since the
resignation of interim director
Joe Graba Nov. 30. The reason
no permanent director has been
appointed is because on June
30, 1995 the legislature split the
Higher Education Coordinating
Board
into
the Higher

University Public Safety
corrects crime statistics
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor

University Public Safety is working to
correct inaccurate reporting of crimes at

scs.
The categories of crimes in question
are thefts and burglaries that occurred on
campus and how they are reported. The
1990 Student Right-to-Know and
Campus Security Act requires all postsecondary schools to report major
crimes.
The difference between theft and
burglary can be confusing to some, and
this confusion has resulted in inaccurate
reporting of crime statistics.
"r found that we were reporting thefts
in place of burglary," Petrick said.
Petrick used the example of a student
who invites someone into their residence
hall room, and the person steals $5. In
this case, it would be theft. However, if a

Education Services Council and
the Higher Education Services
Office. Lewenstein said this has
meant many changes and much
uncertainty throughout the year.
Mercer
believes
the
candidates will be judged not
only on their managerial skills,
but their vision and direction
for future years, she said.
"I think they'll be looking for
someone who has knowledge of
higher education issues and can
set a vision and structure for the
future," Mercer said.
The new director will
manage an agency with the
mission of providing impartial,

statewide
post-secondary
services to the citizens of
Minnesota. The Services Office
is responsible for administering
a complex array of state
financial aid programs totaling
about $130 million annually;
licensing and registration of
private
post-secondary
institutions; interstate tuition
reciprocity agreements with
neighboring states; the state's
education telecommunications
council; library planning;
enrollment and financial aid
data; student and parent
information
and
federal
programs.

Native dance

student enters another student's room
without permission and steals the $5 it
would be considered burglary.
"I'm in the process of going back four
years and making sure I classify that as
burglary," he said. "I want to caution the
university population when they see
this."
After the crime statistics have been
updated, the number of burglaries on
campus increased from two to six in
1996. In 1995, the reported burglaries
increased from one to three.
Burglary is an index crime measured
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
its Uniform Crime Report as a serious
crime. When students see the increase in
the number of reported burglaries on
campus, they should not overreact,
Petrick said.
"We are realigning our statistics to
portray a more accurate picture," he said.

Student Government votes against
fee increase, semester calendar
by Jeff Mansager
Assistant news editor

Student Government voted not to
support the 2-cent per credit increase
of Minnesota State University Student
Association fees for 1996-97. They
also voted not to support the proposed
semester calendar for 1998
It would increase the students' fees
from 15 cents to 17 cents per credit.
The increase was part of the
MSUSA budget for next year. It would
increase students' tuition, creating
$36,000 to make up for declining
enrollment and help to create a new
position, ·associate director of

government and univi;rsity relations.
President John Skoog will go to the
MSUSA conference next week at
Southwest State University and try to
gain support from the other president
to try to overturn the increase. He will
need four other votes from the other
presidents to block ihe increase, Skoog
said.
"Sending our president in there with
the message that we're not going to
increase fees is an advantage, because
it sends a strong message," said Amy
Nord,
Finance
Committee
chairwoman.
See Government/Page 8

Paul Ulddlestaedt/Photo editor

Quentin Roy, from the Red Lake Nation north of Bemidji, dances during
a powwow Sunday In Halen beck Hall. See story on Page 7.
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Campus comml.inity remembers leader
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor
He is gone, but a tree stands as a
reminder to those he touched.
Members of the campus community
met Sunday afternoon to remember
Dennis Thayer, former director of student
organizations and director of Stearns
Hall, by planting a pine tree north of his
old office.
Thayer was killed in July in an
automobile accident after a day of
horseback riding with his family. He died
in the crash, but his family members
survived. His wife, Mary Beth and two
sons, Brandon and Grant, we~e at lhe
ceremony to pay tribute to his memory.
At the ceremony, John Skoog, Student
Government president introduced Lee
Bird, assistant vice president for student
life and development.
During her address to about 75 people
Bird described how she remembered
Dennis Thayer. "He lived life with vigor
and passion and those qualities rubbed off
on us all," she said.
His family and his work were two
passions in his .life, she said. In his work
at SCS, he loved to plant seeds of
encouragement in people and watch them
take root.
"Dennis' time with us was not nearly
long enough, but the impact of his life
will live with us forever," Bird said.
''Today we plant this tree in memory Of
Dennis M. Thayer. We do so as a gift of
love and hope for the future, so that those
who come after us may sit long and talk
much under its watchful care."
Mary Beth Thayer followed Bird
although she did not originally plan on
speaking, she said.
She fought back tears and commented
on the response by people at SCS.

"I guess I am really touched by how the
university has come together to honor
Dennis," she said. "I hope my boys will
know how important he was to everyone."
Mary Beth Thayer thanked people .at•
the ceremony for the support and she said
how much it meant to her.
Rich Thayer, Dennis' father, recalled
his son 's pride when he heard news about
Dennis becoming a residence hall
director. The number of people, from
students to administrators, that showed
up at his funeral this summer really meant
a lot to the Thayer family.
Rich Thayer recalled an attribute of his
son.
"If you Were within arm's !Cngth, you
got a hug from Dennis," he said.
Jessica Ostman, assistant director of
residential life, read from a piece Dennis
Thayer wrote in the Stearns Hall
newsletter.
He
frequently
wrote
inspirational messages in the newsletter
to hall staff and residents.
The opening line of one of his writing's
titled "Reflections Off the Water," reads,
"As I rise each morning from the warmth
of the sun awakening me, I think not of
the frustrations and inconveniences this
day will bring, but rather the opportunity
for making a difference in this world."
Several students then came forward
and shared their memories and thC impact
he made on their life.
Graduate student Jason Hoftiezer, said
the selection of a pine tree was
appropriate because when all of the
surrounding trees lose their leaves in the
.winter, the pine tree will remain green
and remind them of life and perseverance.
After the students shared their
message, the Thayer family shoveled soil
into the hole surrounding the young tree.
People who attended the ceremony were
invited to help plant the tree as well.

Julla Peterson/Staff photographer

Jessica Ostman, assistant director of residential life, helps Brandon
Thayer plant a tree Sunday north of Stearns Hall to honor his father.
After the ceremony, President Bruce
Grube and Rich Thayer met and Grube
told a proud father of the impact his son
made at SCS.

"fie touched a lot o{ peop_lf, and I
really inherited a better university for it,"
Grube said.

SCS American Indian Center says farewell to director
Center moves into
new facility, allows
greater access and
more space
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
It was a time to say good-bye,
but also to celebrate new
beginnings as the American
Indian Center held a farewell
reception for outgoing director
Ben Ramirez-shkwegnaabi in its
new location at 901 4th Ave S.
Friday afternoon.
Ramirez-shkwegnaabi, who
has served as the center's
director the past 15 months, is
leaving SCS to take a position as
vice president of training and
associate development at Grand
Casino Hinckley. At Friday's
reception,
his
colleagues
presented him with gifts on his
last day at the university.
Ramirez-shkwegnaabi
also
offered a few farewell remarks.
"We've had a lot of laughs
here, but we got a lot of work
done too, and I guess that's
something that's always been in
me," Ramirez-shkwegnaabi said.
"Maybe l'm a Type A Indian."
Ramirez-shkwegnaabi cited

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

Annette Wilson, special assistant to the president, hands Ben Ramirez-shkwegnaabi an
plaque honoring his service to SCS as director of the American Indian Center Friday
afternoon at the new American Indian Center located at 901 Fourth Ave. S.
several accomplishments made
by the center during his time at
SCS, including the creation of a
Native American Managerial
program.
"We go out to the tribes and
work at teaching and training,"
Ramirez-shkwegnaabi
said.
''The SCS center just got hired
by two casinos in Wisconsin, so
that shows it's making an
impact."

When he took over the
director's · position, Ramirezshkwegnaabi's appointment was
criticized by members of other
American Indian groups on
campus. He said some of those
divisions have since been
mended; but the American
Indian Center needs to keep
working to promote unity among
the American Indian groups at

scs.

"The history of relationships
between the various groups at
SCS has not been all that good,"
Ramirez-shkwegnaabi said. "It's
going to take time. Everyone
won't just link arms and start
singing 'We Are the World'
overnight."
Friday's farewell reception
marked the first event held at the
center's new location. Ramirezshkwegnaabi said lack of space

in the old location made a move
necessary. The new facility was
formerly a fraternity house and
Ramirez-shkwegnaabi
was
quick to credit SCS maintenance
crews for the renovation they
undel"(ook.
"When we first saw this
house, it had the Coors Beer
signs and the screaming
students," Ramirez-shkwegnaabi
said. "I have to give credit to the
SCS maintenance crews for
doing the job they did in getting
this place ready to open."
Senior Jamie Tisdell, a student
employee at the center, said the
new facility should allow greater
student access.
"This new location is a
definite improvement, especially
for students coming over here to
do research on papers and things
like that," Tisdell said. ''They'll
have a lot more space here."
Senior Doreen Percell, also a
student employee at the center,
said the new facility will lend
itself to a much more enjoyable
work atmosphere.
"Here, you have room to
walk," Percell said. "In the old
place, you would walk about two
feet and be in another room."

-_s:.;; ~,

Deadline for veterans'
benefits is next month
Currently enrolled veterans, reserv_istS ~_nd others
receiving edu<:citi9,nal benefits under :Vocational
Rehabilitation: ~itd Chapter 35 who- V.i:i~h: to receive
educational assistni<:e benefits under th,~ GI Bill during
summer quartet Ot next year should appl)' in tM Veterans
Affairs office, Administrative 5ervices 119, before May 22.
For more information, contact the Veterans Affairs office
at 255-4040.

Research colloquium
slated for next week
The C:ofiege 0£Scieru:e. and Technology will present the
0

1996 Undergraduate Research Colloquium ,from 1 to 5
p.m. Friday in the Mathematics and Science ~enter Room
116.

Students will p~~t preliminary or final ~ports from
undergraduate research work in the collt':ge under the
direction of a factiltt sponsor, or they will p~sent work
done as a St1JX1.We1; :in~ergraduate rese~ ~ ~ p .
The' event :Wilj:iro:j:µct_e; oral and pOSt'eT:PN~tatfons
covering Hfe' and' hl<>roedical science, 808:hleeting and
computer scien<'.ej,physlcal scienc~a.t1d· math~filatics
sessions. For mote"information, contact Joan Miller at
255-3909.

College graduates have
new .opportunity
tOUege gra~wttes: in Minnes~ta 't~ year are
encouraged to s~Dn1it a resume to be eleCtronicaBy
scanned into SkillsNet, a state wide. computerized
resume matching system operated by the Minnesota
Department of Economic Security.
SkillsNet is a re~;ume matching system that uses
artificial intelligence .to scan resumes and store the
information in· ari ·optical character reCOgrtition
process.
,
, SkillsN~t _res~ are sorted and matcned to job
openings. R~ent giaduiltes with little·wqrk experience
are considered for positions based on their skills and
abilities, not previous job titles.
For more information, call (612) 282-6680, visit a local
employment office or stop by Career Services in AS
101.

Hospital offers classes
for expectant parents
Refresher classes for labor and deli Ver}' ii.re: Offered •
throughout the year at the St. Goud Hospit~l. The next
series is offered from 6:30 t~ 9 p.m, Wednesdays
beginning May 1, and it runs for three wecl<s.
The class is des:i~ned for expectant pa~~ts who have .
previously taken :a detailed childbirth course. Topics
include: review of the labor and delivery:process, the
labor partner's rokt,,a review of re@XqtiQI:l:·a;nq,~reath~g
techniques, .postpartum adjustmertt an:d sibling
preparation. · · '
The cost of the classes is $20. For more information or to
register for the classes, call St. Ooud Hospital's Education
and Professional Development Department at 255-5642.

Corrections
0 /lniversityChratdcle; will correct all errors occur.ting in its
news articles. If )'qu find a problem with,a story ;-"- an error
Of fact or point l'ftqtiiring clarification - j,lefl.se call (320)
255-4086. "
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Football team mourns loss
of player to apparent suicide
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
The SCS football team is
mourning the loss of one of its
players following an apparent
suicide early Sunday morning.
Police~- - - w c r e
summoned to
an apartment
complex on
the
south
side of St.
Cloud at 1:03
a.m. Su nd ay Desmond Long
a f t e r
receiving a call about a possible
suicide in progress. When
officers arrived, they found the
body of 20-year-old Desmond
Long in the apartment.
Long, a sophomore at SCS

and a redshirt freshman in terms
of athletic eligibility, had seen
playing time this past season and
was projected to be a possible
starter this fall, according to SCS
head coach Noel Martin. Long
was a graduate of CretinDurham Hall High School in St.
Paul.
"He really looked like he had
it all going for him," Martin said.
The suicide followed the
annual SCS spring football game
which was held Saturday
morning. The event was also
parents day for Husky players.
SCS Athletic Director Morris
Kurtz said Bob Bayne, director
of the SCS counseling center,
met with the football team
Sunday afternoon.
"We had a meeting with Bob
Bayne and it was a tremendous

help in beginning the healing
process," Kurtz said.
Kurtz said Long excelled in
every arena he participated in at
the university.
"He was certainly outstanding
in the classroom and also on the
football field as well," Kurtz
said. "He was a tremendous role
model."
Martin
echoed
Kurtz's
sentim~nts and said Long was a
tremendous asset to the SCS
football program.
"He was a great young man
and a credit to our program,"
Martin said. "He was a great
student athlete."
At press time, police were still
withholding further infonnation
regarding the case pending
notification of Long's family.
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Editorial
Smokeless cigarette

A new breed of
cigarettes joins the pack
R. J. Reynolds is attempting once agaiti to
promote a new tobacco product called the Elipse.
The Elipse is a new "smokeless" cigarette which
recently has raised many questions among
consumers and the Food and Drug
Administration.
The 'smokeless' cigarette is reported to burn
longer and produce 90 percent less smoke than a
regular cigarette does.
What else does this cigarette do?
Many questions about the effects of the new
product are yet to be known.
Putting a product to the market like this is very
dangerous - dangerous because the side effects
might not be noticed until too late.
Anti-smokers criticisms are that its not a real
cigarette, but a nicotine delivery system.
One main criticism which shou_ld get major
attention is when the cigarette should be put
down.
The cigarette never gets shorter like most
cigarettes. Therefore, when does the person feel
they have gotten enough nicotine?
The number of smokers who want to quit would
decline, therefore making the number of possible

cancer victims go up.
Reynolds ' past idea of a smokeless cigarette
called the Premier lost $300 million. Smokers c.1d
not like the smell and said it was hard to sm0,Ke,
Who is to say this smokeless cigarette will be
popular and better for your health than the
cigarettes today.
· We need people to lean toward quitting smoking
and not be persuaded into gimmicks to get people
hooked.
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Weekend trip whets appetite for travel
by Sarah Tieck, Opinions editor
Camping is a marvelous way
to vacation. This year the season
of trailer parks, outdoor picnics
and road trips started early for
me.

I went on a group camping
trip sponsored by UPB's
Outings and Rec committee. The
destination had originally been
the northerly Gooseberry Falis,
but the cold weather crept back
in, and we traveled south to
Frontenac State Park.
The drive to Frontenac proved
fun - there is nothing better
than sitting in the driver's seat
with one arm on the window
ledge and the other casually
gripping the wheel, feeling the
breeze tossing your hair, the
anticipation of scenic miles to
visually gulp and the excited
tum of the radio dial.
The drive took us from the
streets of St. Cloud to the
winding highways of the Twin
Cities to the hilly roads of rural
Minnesota.
When we finally reached our
campsite, everyone worked
together to unload and assemble
our tent village.
It was a good thing, too,
because my roommate and I
were clueless as to how to set up
all the portions of our tent. We
got the tarp laid down on the
ground and the tent face up on
top of it, but then the evidence
of our camping retardation set
in.
Some guys in the group took
pity on us and came to rescue us
from our dilemma and help us
build our temporary home.
There were no planned events
for the afrernoon, so my
roommate and I went with some
other campers on a trek through
the forest trails at Frontenac.

" Struggles with a twisted sleeping
bag, lack of shower facilities,
glamorous pit toilets and tent set-up
mishaps couldn't stop me from
camping."
I felt like I was living a scene
from the movie "Cliffhanger."
We hiked along a narrow dirt

ledge, complete with wooden
footbridges, gnarled tree roots
and piles of fallen leaves.
The view from the trail was
incredible. The soft grey waters
of the Mississippi River
stretched out in front of us. We
could study quaint riverside
towns dotting the opposite bank,
speeding boats jaunting on the
river and experience the natural
variations characterizing the
hilly landscape.
Our chosen trail curved and
twisted, eventually leading us
onto a wide, grassy path.
The two of us collapsed on
the soft green grass. The hike
had been exhausting. We had
followed winding switchback
trails down to the river's banks
and then back to the cliff's edge.
We laid in the grass
suntanning, reading, studying
and cloud-watching. Finally, we
both drifted off into a muchneeded sleep.
The sun blanketed us with
wannth and soothed our schoolstressed nerves. Never have I
spent such a relaxing hour. As I
stretched out, closed my eyes
and let my burdens escape,
daydreams began to play freely
in my mind.
We returned to the campsite
refreshed and much happier
campers. After finishing our
early afternoon hikes, we played

in the sun within the area of our
tent village. Some played cards,
some played frisbee or catch, but
everyone relaxed and played
free ly.
Dinnertime brought spaghetti
on the grill and open-flame
baked garlic bread. The air had
grown chilly, so we put the first
layer of extra clothing on and ate
our meal in front of the
campfire.
As the air grew colder and the
sun sunk lower in the sky, we
scooted closer to the brilliant
fire, only leaving it to watch a
burning red sun set over the hills
and trees and to add layers of
clothing.
No aroma in the world equals
the essence of a campfire, not
even the smoky good smell of
the barbeques on the Atwood
mall.
Sitting, singing and
storytelling around a dancing
fire made the trip.
Struggles with a twisted
sleeping bag, lack of shower
facilities, glamorous pit toilets
and tent set-up mishaps couldn't
stop me from camping. Camping
adds a richness to vacationing
and brings togetherness that isn't
possible during any other type of
trip.

Camping is the ultimate
combination of pleasure, misery,
freedom and happiness. There
are no time limits, no telephones
and no demands. You just relax.

I*~
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OPINIONS
Fraternity life fosters
destructive behavior
The attack on fraternities continues.
Fraternity culture implements sex-based
discrimination against women and often
fosters an environment that is conducive
to rape and to the establishment of
male-only social and professional ·
networks. Fraternities contribute directly
to the institutionalized disadvantaging
of women. These facts should be
apparent to anyone who is truly
concerned about sexism and sexual
violence.
An interrelated aspect of typical

fraternity culture, which is perhaps less
apparent, and is certainly less discussed,
is male-to-male violence and the male
polarization which often results. By polarization, I mean the typical
male denial of any aspect of their selves that is not in some way
brutish, violent, exploitive, physically tough, unemotional. and self
interested.

Polarized men blindly accept a very narrow and socially-defined
male identity; they disconnect themselves from their own emotions
and from the emotions of others. This view of male identity is
already too prevalent in American culture ill general. American men
have no problems discussing football. fighting or the ways their
wives restrict their Cowboy freedom, but have extreme difficulty
discussing fears, vulnerabilities or any persooaJ ,emotional issues.
Most men will, of course, chuckle at this analysis. ''That's just
the way men are." I've oflm heard. To men who align themselves
~ith such an identity, any deviation from it feels like a loss of

power.
It is true that in a patriarchal society, those who are able to exert
the most torture and exhibit the least emotion have the most power
and are often the most admired. These values are the core of the
American male identity; men who reject them are considered
weak/inferior. J would contend that college fratemaJ culture directly
contributes to this male polarization ideology.
I am not naive enough to believe that fraternity culture is the sole
contributor to the formation of this identity,~or that such values are
not often present in males well before college. I would contend,
however, that typical fraternity ideology reinforces and perpetuates
male polarization, primarily through group support of oppressive
and dominating reationships with women and, perhaps more
effectively, through violence.
In the April 12 edition of University Chronicle, Todd Carley and
Joe~Starzecki actuaJly had the audacity to write "Hazing is nonexistent today and sadly, existed in the past. All fraternities are
banned from doing anything that degrades or is against any
perSOn's beliefs." This statement is an outright lie.
In February 1994, Michael Davis, a 25-year-old student at
Southeast Missouri State University, was beaten to death by his
"brothers" in an initiation hating. Davis 1'died after he was beaten,
body-slammed, and kicked in the chest during initiation at Kappa
Alpha P~!' (Chidley, Joe. "Bonding and Brutality." MocJean's Jan
30, 1995, p 18.)
r wonder if Mr. Carley and Mr. starzeck.i would like to tell the
parents of Michael Davis that hazing doesn't exist.
In the years between 1984 and 1994, 23 people died in the U.S.
alone as a result of hazing-related violence (Chidley 18). To speak
of hazing as a dead tradition is to trivialize each one of those
deaths. It is to uivialue the humiliation and physkal injuries of
every man who has survived hazing, and the pain of all of the
people who have been adversely affected by this violence training.
Hazing is a fraternal institution; one which works to teach mell
violence and to perpetuate male polarization. Fraternity men are
told that only those who can withstand humiliation and physical
abuse are worthy of respect, and that strong, admirable men are
necessarily violent. Perhaps this is what Mr. Carley and Mr.
Starzecki mean by "leadership skills and self-confidence."
The general unwillingness of fraternity members to discuss, or
even acknowledge destructive behavior such as hazing is indicative
of the pervasive nature of the male polarization ideology which
condones and glorifies violence.

Mr. Pretend's linking of Nazi acts
and Christianity is unfounded
I like how Frederick
Douglas, an escaped slave,
explained the difference
between true Christianity and
Christianity in name only. He
writes, "between the
Christianity of this land (the
warped version used by the
South to oppress slaves back
then), and the Christianity of
Christ, I recognize the widest
possible difference-so wide,
that to receive one as gOOO,
pure, and holy, is of necessity
to reject the other as bad,
corrupt, and wicked ... Indeed,
I can see no reason, but the
most deceitful one, for calling
the religion of this land
Christianity. I look upon it as
the climax of all misnomers,
the boldest of all frauds, and
the grossest of all libels."
I'm sure Douglas would
also recognize that there is
"the widest possible
difference" between
Christianity and Nazism. He

could likewise point out that
the only reason to compare
them would be a deceitful
one. And unless Mr. Pretend
really believes in a line of
reasoning that states, "some
people claiming to be
Christians were bad, therefore
all Christians are bad,
therefore there is no God," he
is being very dishonest
indeed.
If the Soviets were the ones
with a vague tie to
Christianity and the atheists
had been the Nazis, would he
have said that the atheists
were evil while overlooking
the faults of the Christians
because they "did at least one
good thing?' Not a chance.
Maybe he could point out the
fact that the United States,
who was a far better imitation
of a Christian nation than
Nazi Gennany, joined atheist
Russia's cause in the war? Or
perhaps he would like.to tell

us all about how the Soviets
seized almost every country
they had promised to protect
during the war? Don't hold
your breath.
In his all-out campaign
against Christianity, he will
pick and choose historical
"facts" (98 percent of the Axis
powers were Christian? Does
he leave out the Japanese in
that figure?) as he pleases and
pass judgment against groups
of people based on his biases.
As it is, there's not a hint of
"unassailable honesty" in
anything he writes, and his
association of Christians with
Nazis is irresponsible and
obviously invalid.

Jeremiah Jennings
junior
English

University Public Safety officers
actions in drug bust criticized
This letter is written in response to the
article on the Sherburne Hall drug raid. I feel
so much safer now that the evil drug users are
busted. What's the deal? You made it sound
like the UPS busted a big-time drug cartel.
So what if a couple of students were
smoking pot in the residence halls? The UPS
could have used their time more wisely to stop
real crimes. There are sexual assaults and
abuses committed all the time, but they went
out of their way to bust some bud-smokers.
That's pathetic. These people are now labeled
"criminals," yet real criminals walk around
campus everyday.
Also, Mike Hayman said he wants to show
students the bad effects of drugs. What about
the good ones? No one ever tells about the
positive things. Every bad thing related to

drug use is only a small fraction of the total
drug use. I guess a few bad apples do spoil the
bunch. Why is it that people think alcohol is
so good? It causes a lot more damage than
pot. The only reason that marijuana gets so
m'uch negative press is because it is illegal.
I don't see the UPS busting a ring of underage drinkers. That's just as bad. Remember: a
drug-free society is only a society free of
drugs. All the other crime will still be there.

Ryan Murrary
freshman
undecided
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Library plans: Part 2

Library increases media options
and change how we look at
infonna"tion."
Among the features the new
There was a time when the library will contain are: five
word
"library"
was new classrooms wired for
synonymous with books, but in interactive television; 600
today's
ever-changing computer ·workstations that will
infonnation age, a new library be able to access library
needs to incorporate many resources including the Internet
different types of technology, and ma"tcrial on CD-ROM;
and the $29.5 million library connections for those seeking to
that is set to be built at SCS is use their own laptop computers
no exception.
so they will also be able to
Of courSe, books will still access library resources anq. an
have a place in the new facility, InforMedia Arcade where
but computer work stations, · students will be introduced to
Internet access and interactive the latest technology.
television classrooms will make
The
new
computer
the new building the largest workstations will increase
project ever undertaken in student access to computers by
higher education outside the 500 percent on campus,
Twin Cities, a truly modern Simpson said .
infonnation center.
According to a space
Dorthy
Simpson,
vice distribution chart provided by
president
for
university university relations, infonnation
relations, said the new library and technology services will
will revolutionize the way comprise 13 percent of the new
students go about research and facility, student and faculty
other class work when it opens workstations 36 percent of,
in the summer of 1999.
reference
and
special
"I think the library is going to collections 21 percent of,
change their way of thinking circulation services 9 percent
and the way they access of, administrative offices 2
infonnation," Simpson said. "It perceflt of and stacks (books
will help us through the and other printed material) 19
transition to the information age percent. •

by Frank Rajkowski

News editor

Although the library will be
built on the location students
now utilize . fdr parking, the
facility will have I 00 short-tenn
parking spots located next to the
building which the university
hopes will encourage grCater
public access and utilization.
The old library was built for
an enrollment of 9,000 students,
and SCS now has well over
14,000 students attending the
school with that number
expected to grow over the next
few y'ears.
"We really started getting
intense about getting a new
library approved after 1990,"
Simpson said. "Before that, we
were working on getting the
funding for the renovation of
Stewart Hall approved, and we
couldn't move· on to the library
until we got that approved."
Simpson
said
she
is
overjoyed the project has
actually been approved.
"It really is a thrill," Simpson
said. "I have to keep reminding
myself that it is actually going
to happen. I still wake up at 3
a.m. wondering who we need to
talk to about getting it
approved."
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Apartments Still Available!
Summer-Fall Rental
Quiet, Convenient Locations

,
CLASSIC 500. RIVER RIDGE
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH, BRIDGEVIEW WEST
(APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERS)

Fall Rates: $198 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150

• Off Street Parking
• Controlled Entry

• Laundry
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* Dishwasher

* Mini Blinds

• Microwave
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• Heat-Water Paid
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Powwow features food, ceremonial dances
by Monica Erion
Staff writer

"In this nation, there is
singing. In this nation, there is
dancing. In this nation,' there is
honor. The movement will bless
us. Come together."
This
was
among the
statements left at the Inkshed at
SCS' Third Annual Traditional
Powwow Saturday and Sunday
in Halenbeck Hall. A table with
paper and markers offered
people the chance to share
anything on their minds in
writing.
Rex
Veeder,
assistant
professor of English, said this is
the first time the Inkshed has
been done at a powwow. "What
I would like to do is have a
written record of this event by
inviting people to shed ink," he
said.
"It's a chance to get students
to learn and take part in the way
culture is made. I think it has a
real healing effect on the
students. This !s a way not only
to celebrate the powwow, but
everyone's relation together,"
Veeder said.
The first Grand Entry at I
p.m. Saturday featured dancers
and drummers from many
tribes. Diane Werner, . president
of First Nations People, said
there were many more dancers
this year than last year.
"It's about bringing people
together, renewing friendships.
Dancing is traditionally a
wonderful form of feeling,"
Werner said. There were many
Ojibwe people there which
could be noted from the flower
designs on their outfits, she
said.
She said this powwow

featured eight drum groups. The
Red Rivers Singers from Fargo
were the host drums with
members from the Aricka,
Mandan and Hidatsa tribes. The
powwow's participants are very
strong and very spiritual,
Werner said.
During the Grand Entry, the
dancers paraded in their outfits
while members of the audience
showed th~ir respect by takiqg
off their hats and standing. The
Eagle
Staff,
American,
Canadian and other tribal and
state flags, were brought in
during the ceremony. .Veterans
Were honored during this event.
A drum roll call preceded the
Grand Entry.
"Things happen at powwows
that you nonnally don't see,"
Werner said. She said a new
dancer ceremony was held for
her daughter. During the
ceremony there is joy, and the
dancers thin~ of those who
cannot dance, she said.
In the process of the
ceremony, there is a giveaway
with items sllch as blankets
people can use. "You always
give something when you get
something," she said.
The powwow featured several
different dances including the
jingle dress dance, the men's
traditional dance and the
Intertribal Dance in which
everyone ·was invited to
participate.
In booths surrounding the
main event, vendors sold
products ranging from jewelry
to sweaters.
SCS junior Lindsay Nelson
expressed her views of the
event. "I think it's great that so
many people get together to
celebrate their heritage, so

Paul Middlestaecit!Photo editor

American Indian dancers perform Sunday afternoon in Halenbeck Hall during the
third-annual powwow. The two-day event featured several traditional dances.
others can witness it in this
way," she said.
After the first event on
Saturday, everyone was invited
to a traditional feast featuring

Indian tacos, vegetables and
cookies upstairs in Halenbeck.
Grand Entries for the
powwow were at 1 p.m. and 7
p.m. Saturday and noon Sunday.

The powwow was sponsored
by the SCS American Indian
Center, First Nations People
and the St. Cloud Area
American Indian Center.

Engineering professor to head activity committee
by Jeff Mansager

Zheng said he will
have to spend a lot of
time traveling, and
Afl engineering professor from SCS
he will have to make
has been appointed chainnan of the
arrangements to be
Institute of Electrical Electronics
able to fulfill all of
Engineering Region 4 Student Activity
his commitments.
Committee.
The Univ:ersity of
Yi Zheng, professor of electrical
Wisconsin:
engineering, said he learned of his
Michigan
and
positon appointment to the IEEE last
Minnesota are all
month. Region 4 of IEEE, the world's
included in the
largest professional engineering society,
region Zheng is
includes IO states in the upper midweSt.
chairman of, as well
'The regional officer recognized our
1 as
Iowa - State
contribution to IEEE activities, especially
University, Michigan
the student activity," Zheng said.
State University and
"Therefore, they invited me to this c _ - - - - - - - - - - = = - - - - - - - - - - _ J Purdue University.
position."
"The engineering
IEEE Region 4.
IEEE has 10 regions around the world,
"It is a lot of commitment," Zheng said. program at SCS is very small compared
seven in North America, one in South "I talked to the chainnan of the to their program," Zheng said. "It is an
America, one in Asia and one in Europe. department and goi a lot of support."
honor and good public relations for the
There are about 300,000 people
He is thankful to the other members of university."
associated with IEEE, and it produces the department for their support also, he
Zheng said he can use this opportunity
over l 00 professional journals.
to enhance the universities image among
said.
The duties of being the Student
these
other universities.
"All the faculty in our department
Activity Committee chairman include contributed to this activity," Zheng said.
'This position makes it possible to
overseeing the IEEE student activity in "I'd like to acknowledge all the faculty in bring a successful experience of IEEE at
the region, organizing the student paper this department to make this happen."
SCS to other universities, and to
contest, sponsoring training workshops,
With Zheng's appointment, Sam demonstrate our leadership to other
helping publish the IEEE newsletter and Durbin, junior, was selected student universities," Zheng said.
organizing the World Wide Web Page for chairman of the regional committee.
In the past contests, many of the SCS
Assistant news editor

~--;:-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::;--~
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students performed well, Zheng said.
"In the paper contest, we demonstrate
that the students, who graduate from our
program, can compete with those toplevel universities," he said.
The electrical engineering program at
SCS is very good, Zheng said. The
program is different from other
universities, because all of the classes are
taught by professors, and the engineering
lab is open to anybody.
Another unique feature about the
program is its hands on experience,
Zheng said. All of the students are
required to produce a finished product
before they graduate.
"The industry likes our graduates,
because it shortens their training time a
lot," Zheng said. 'That is a special feature
we have compared to other universities."
Engineering is designing things mainly
used for computt;:rs, and half of all
engineers are electrical engineers, Zheng
said. "Everything in Best Buy is basically
a product of electrical engineering,." he
said.
Zheng said he can help to educate the
students who will be working in the
industry in the future.
"Today's student is the future of
engineering," Zheng said.
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Government:
The new position created
by the increase would be for
lobbying, and if the presidents
vote to block the increase, it
does not mean the position
will be eliminated, Skoog
said.
Sen. Chris Herrmann, who
first introduced the motion at
the April 18 meeting, said this
motion is respecting what the
students want.
"We're not asking them to
cut their position, we're just
asking no increase at all,"
Hemnann said. "I've talked to
many students, and they've •
indicated to me that they are
totally against the increase.
We should not lose face to
who we're representing."
Larry Lahr, Legislative
Affairs Committee chairman,
said blocking the 2-cent
increase is a necessity,
because SCS is not always
recapturing all of the money it
is investing in MSUSA.
"It is irresponsible for us to
raise fees when all the other
fees are increasing," Lahr

from

Page 1 - - - - - - - - -

said. "I think for this college
to be contributing more
money is a very bad idea."
Robert Thompson, campus
affairs chairman, said the
JX)sition being created by the
increase is a bad idea, and he
does not support it.
"I don't think we should
foot the bill on the students at
the universities to pay for a
position that could and should
be filled by (students),"
Thompson said.
In deciding the semester
calendar -issue, the members
voted to have the Academic
Affairs Committee send a
statement to the Office for
Academic Affairs requesting
they do not agree with the
current
1998
semester
calendar proposal.
According to the majority
of the members, the problem
with the proposed calendar is
the five-week break after fall
semester.
Under
the
proposed
calendar, classes would begin
Aug. 24 and end Dec. 18 with

r::,:e,dic\\.
ste click 4tinK-

~

fall commencement on Dec.
19. There would be a threeday Thanksgiving break and
no classes on Labor Day or
Veterans Day. •
Spring semester would start
Jan. 25 and end May 21. It
would include a one-week
break from March 29 to AJ:!ril

r -:::-r:wooDRECREATIDN CENTER,

SPRING BOWLING
AT THE

2.
In other news, the finance
committee for next year was
voted up on. Senior, Mark
Struthers
was
elected
chairman, and junior, Roger
Struth!!rS was elected vice
chairman. Four other students
were voted members of the
finance com~ittee: freshmen
Tim Hackenmiller and Mark
Jesok, sophomore Erick
Benson and senior Gary
Duffina.
The presidefltial and vicepresidential debates will be
from 11 a.m. to noon
Thursday and 2-4 p.m. May 6.
Both debates will take place
in the Atwood Memorial
Center mall. The elections are
May 7 and 8.
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Spotlight coordinator's position is still
open.

28 Fifth Ave. So.
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301

Apply at AMC 118

After watching this documentary about

(612) 251-2569

fn°f~~~t,~;t~· 6?~~~o~i~~~t=~~i~~~ cars
Harrod Blank chronicles the stories and

adventures behind cars covered with items
ranging from mirrors and buttons to live
grass.

S.~tiir-1!1..~~g~e~l~'IJ:~owing

Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Admittance with SC<; i.d.

Sat. 10 a.m. - B p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
$
$
$
$

2 bdrm cable paid

VISUAL AlR.'JfS

EXHml'll'S

3 bdrm FREE parking
4 bdrm with 2 full baths cable and

·~>

full baths

$
$

by Fritz Hirschberger
Ongoing through April 30
MA Exhibit by Mike Strand
May 8-July 26
AMC Ballroom Display Cases

WPA

4 bdrm FREE parking

Summer rates starting at $99 per person

CALL

"Indifference: the Real Enemy"
Bird Doll and Other Myth

4 bdrm split level townhouses with 2

253-H54

ONE CALL RENTS IT ALLI

11 am. · 8 p.m.; SWt., May 5
Riverside Parle
_(llalnsite--Halenbeck Field House)
Ail<lay fun for everyone: music, volkyooll, arts/crafts, food, art
ca,(Camera v..n by Han-od Blank),
and morel
Scheduled pelformers
11 a.m. -Bradley Ftsh, instrumentalist
12 p.m. -TabooBlue, pzvblues

Efficiencies with private baths

heat paid garages

$

SIPO!'lUIGlHIT
Solstice, The Battle of the Band
Finalist
Tues.; May 7 at the Quarry
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AMC Ballroom Display Cases
AMC Gallery (hours: 9 a.m. - 4p.m.)
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3 p.m · Mudda Fun]('!Js", blues rock and
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4 pm .· Julie Sdimder, aduh mnrempora,y
5 p.m - Reg,na Sity-Nme, ska
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JSPORTS
Young squad gains respect after slow start
·

Senior-less team carries high hopes into next season

by Kerry Collins
Sports editor
Although the young SCS men's tennis team started this season with a
dismal 1-14 record, they ended with a high conference finish and high
expectations for next season.
The University of Northern (:olorado placed first
this weekend's
North Central Conference tournament at the St. Cloud Tennis Center, but
the Huskies finished with two singles ch.impions.
"We played really well and had a good tournament," head coach Jay
Schlorf said. "As a coach, you're not happy with second, but I'm happy
with the way the guys played."
Freshmen Scot Cook and Aaron Slack won at number-five and six seeds
respectively.
'They both played the best matches they've played all season," Schlorf
said. "Both Aaron and Scot stepped up and played."
The win was satisfying for Slack, who said he was relieved to pick up
the number-six crown.
"It was a g{eat win for me," Slack said. "I stepped up against UNC and
I'm happy about it. I hoped to win all season but wasn't sure if I was going
to."
All of the Huskies singles seeds except for the number-one seed made
it to the the seed's title match, as well as every SCS doubles seed. UNC
ended up being too tough for the Huskies, Slack said.
"They were really tough but we hung with them," Slack said. "It
could've gone either way in a lot of mat~hes, but a couple key points went
their way. They are a really tough team."
Although the SCS squad wanted the title, Schl~rf said the Hus}sies have
nothing to hang their heads about.
'This was a good finish to our season," Schlorf said. 'Toe guys played
their hearts out and have nothing to be ashamed of. 'fhey are all great
C oinpetiton;."
~
Slack said he was happy with the way the team played at conference
after the slow start.
"We've improved so much it's remarkable. Even during the time we
were losing we just played and it paid off," Slack said. "We started out
slow but ended up pretty good. We're pretty happy about our season."
The two freshman titles captivated and motivated the team because of
the intensity of the matches, Schlorf said.
" It was unbelievable," Schlorf s_aid. "They were two real emotional
matches . The whole team was cheering them on."
All of the Huskies will return to the court next season, and with this
season's success, Schlorf said he likes the way things are looking.
"They're all coming back and UNC is iosing four of their top six seeds
so the outlook is good," Schlorf said. "We'll be all right next year."
Slack said he also likes the outlook for next season, especially for an
Pal.JI Middlestaedt/Photo editor
NCC title. "We've gotten so much better and the team gets along so well," SCS junior Chris Slack watches a return during the number.two seed singles
Slack said : "We're looking good for next year. I believe we can definitely championship Sunday at the St. Cloud Tennis Center. The Huskies took second to
win it."
the University of Northern Colorado.

at

Drake Relays readies Husky runners for conference
by Kris Aksteter
Staff writer
Some positive things and some
disappointing things happened tq the
SCS track team this past weekend at the
Drake Relays in Des Moines, Iowa.
The Drake Relays is one of the most
well known track meets in the country
and brings out Olympic hopefuls.
SCS sent several individuals and relay
teams down to Drake in hopes of
preparing for the upcoming confel'ence
meet.
Disappointment came to the 4 x 100
men's team when they dropped the baton
in the preliminary race. Junior Bob
Ewings said he felt the team had a good
chance of placing.
"We dropped the baton in the prelims,"
Ewings said. "We've never done that
before. lt was a tough one on us because
we felt positive that we were going to do
well going into the race."

Other team members of the 4 x 100meter relay team included Ewings,junior
Josh Westling and freshmen Flurohn
Crutch and Larry Miller.
"The baton dropping was a
disappointment, but overall, I was
satisfied with what .we did this weekend,"
Ewings said. "It was well worth the trip."
These same team members got
together for the 4 x 200 and did well
finishing fifth.
"I thought we did alright in the 4 x 200
race," Ewings said. "We were in lane one
which is tough because of the tight
turns."
Ewings said the 4 x 200 team was
seeded eighth going into the race so an
improvement on that was a plus.
'Toe competition is always tough at
Drake," Ewings said. "Everybody is
pumped up to run."
Junior Dustin DeRosier failed to score
in the pole vault competition. DeRosier
said he was disappointed, but feels good

" I think this meet will help us get better
for the conference meet. We're all
looking to peak then. "
·- Dustin DeRosier
SCS junior pole vaulter
going into the last two meets.
"I just didn't do very well this
weekend," he said. "I was disappointed
but I'll get over it." DeRosier is planning
to change poles this week and try a
longer stiffer one to add some height.
"I've got to get on a bigger stick. I'm
just going through the one I've got, it's
too soft," DeRosier said. "I've got to get
on a stiffer pole."
Last Wednesday at the Macalester
invite in St. Paul, DeRosier provisionally
qualified in the pole vault.
Junior
Sandy
Fuchs-Dingmann

finished well capturing ninth in the
discus. She had a throw of 152 feet.
Sophomore Joe Siefert finished with ;
leap of 6-9inches in the high ju_mp. That
mark failed to notch him a top-IO finish .
"I think this meet will help us get
better for .the conference meet," DeRosier
said. "We're all looking to hit our peak
then."
The team will travel to the University
of Minnesota Invitational this weekend in
Minneapolis. The Conference meet is
the following weekend in Sioux Falls,
S.D.
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Second place familiar to women's tennis squad
Northern Colorado too much for Huskies, rest of NCC
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

"I'm very proud of this team. They have
battled through a lot of injuries and
adversity this season," Sundby said. "It's
s'econd place was a familiar sight for the purely speculation (how SCS would have
SCS women's tennis team at this finished healthy). It would've pushed us
weekend's North Central Conf11rence more, but we still probably wouldn't have
tournament.
beaten them."
"We had a lot of injuries, hut everybody
The Huskie"s placed second to the
University of Northern Colorado in the still played well," Peters .,.said. "(Senior)
overall standings, at all of the doubles Holly (Meyer)'s back was really hurting.
seeds and in four of the six singles seeds.
Just being able to move around the court
"(UNC) was supposed to be good and was tough for some of us, but we gave it
they were," SCS head coach Larry Sundby our all and we did all right."
said. 'They won at every position. They
For next season, the Huskies lose five
just dominated the tournament."
seniors. Sundby said that not only will
Despite the domination of all positions, their talent be hard to replace, but a1so their
senior Lisa Peters said UNC was not as · personalities.
talented as in past seasons. Peters finished
"When you have players that have
second at the number-one singles position. played in a majority of important roles,
''All of our matches with them were you become close," Sundby said. "You
close," Peters said. 'They weren't as good Pepend on them and they know what to do.
as they were last year, but we played them It will be a rea1 change and wiU be very
~tter."
different without them. I will definitely
1be other Huskies who finished second miss them."
at their seeds were senior Eva Nsereko at
Younger players like Cronick will have
the second seed, senior Erin Schwager at to step up next season, and will get the
the fifth seed and freshman Suzy Cronick chance with the number of vacant spots,
at the sixth-seed.
Peters said.
Cronick won 38 matches this year, the
"They'll be all right," Peters said.
third highest total by a freshman at SCS. ''They'll all be moving up (in positions) for
"(Cronick) had a very good season for us," next year, and after they get experience,
Sundby said. "She will have a major role they wjll do fine."
for us next year."
For next season's crew, Sundby said he
Peters also said Cronick's play was an will have to do things differently from this
asset to the second-place finish of the year's squad.
Huskies.
"Our goal will be to put them together
"(Cronick) is a very consistent player successfully, but it will be a different
and always goes for the shots," Peters said. coaching situation," Sundby said. "Next
"She has improved so much this year and season will be a very interesting one. We'll
will be very good in years to come."
have basically all fre§hmen and
Injuries also hurt the Huskies' chance sophomores.
"Who knows, maybe we' II end up like
for an NCC title, Sundby said. Although
Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor UNC was a fonnidable opponent, Sundby this season's men did," he said. 'They
SCS senior Lisa Peters smashes a return Sunday against the University said without all the injuries, SCS could started off slow but developed and ended
up second in the conference."
of Northern Colorado's Lulu Cruz in the number-one seed singles match. have made a more stable run for the title.

Husky baseball drops three of four to Bison squad
SGS manages only one win against NDSU, splits with Winona State
by Rob LaPlante
Staff writer
The SCS baseball team could only
salvage one contest last weekend at Jack
Williams Stadium in Fargo, N.D.
The Huskies dropped three of four
contests to their North Central Conference
rival North Dakota State University. The
Huskies' record in the North Central
Conference now stands at 2-6 and 15-20
overall.
The Bison erupted for nine runs in the
first inning Friday off junior SCS starting
and losing pitcher Brian VonEschen (2-3).
NDSU never looked back as they
cruised to a I0-1 victory which carried
over into the next game as the Bison took
the second contest 6-5. Freshman pitcher
Ben Dirkes (2-2) suffered the loss for the
Huskies in the second game.
SCS head coach Denny Lorsung said
the Huskies did not play bad, but NDSU
was getting the key hits.
"We didn't play well, but we didn't play
poorly either," Lorsung said. "(NDSU)
can really hit the ba11, and the difference
this weekend was they got all the crucial
hits and we didn't."
Saturday, it was more of the same for
the Huskies, as Bison starting pitcher Cory
Burkhardt improved his record to 5-0.
SCS freshman pitcher Nathan Winter
(2-3) pitched five solid innings but picked
up the loss.·

The Huskies managed to win the final
game of the doubleheader as they beat the
Bison 4-2 in nine innings.
Freshman pitcher John Voll an ( 1-1)
picked up the victory as he came in relief
of starting pitcher, freshman Tim Klinnert.
Vollan pitched 2 2/3 perfect innings out of
the bullpen.
"(Vollan) did a great job in relief,"
Lorsung said. ''We played better in the
fina1 game and we got a couple of breaks.
However, we wouldn't have won that
contest if it wasn't for John's pitching."
Senior third basegian Matt Cano went 2
for 3 with an RBI for the Huskies.
Cano said the 2-6 record in the NCC is
a real disappointment but the team cannot
afford to let up. ''We're obviously not in
the position we w3Ilted to be in," Cano
said. "Right now, all we can do is try and
win the last four games against Mankato
State University."
Sunday afternoon, the Huskies returned
home to Dick Putz Field to play a make-up
doubleheader against Winona State
University.
SCS took the first contest 6-3 in which
sophomore pitcher Matt Oelschlager (4-2)
pitched six strong innings to record the
victory. Vollan pitched the seventh inning
to record his second save of the season.
"My split-finger fastball was breaking
hard today," Oelschlager said. "It was
tough losing three in Fargo, but (NDSU)
has some great batters."

" (NDSU) can really hit the ball and the
difference this weekend was they got all
the crucial hits and we didn't. "
- Denny Lorsung
SCS head baseball coach
"(Oelschlager) did a nice job for us
today," Lorsung said. "He threw the ba11
real well and for the most part kep"t us in
the ba11 game."
Sophomore catcher Rob Turck
connected for a three-run home run in the
third inning and freshman second
baseman Tim Boland continued his power
surge by hitting his team-leading seventh
home run for the Huskies.
In the second contest, the Huskies
jumped to an early 4-0 lead on WSU. But
Winona fought back to take a 6-4
advantage behind the three-run home run
by their first baseman Rich Dolan which
hit the Dick Putz Field scoreboard behind
the left field fence.
SCS battled back to tie the score at six
on a two-out base hit by Cano scoring
Turck, but the game went into extra
innings where WSU won 7-6 in eight
innings.
Starting junior pitcher Brian Boll

pitched the first four innings leaving way
for the bullpen where Vollan (1-2) suffered
the loss.
Cano said the fact the Huskies had six
games in three days in two different cities
is not an excuse, but played a factor. "It
was tiring toward the end," he said. "But
we had to adjust to it and concentrate that
much harder."
"We were a little thin on pitching
towards the last couple of games,"
~rsung said. "But we blew a good chance
with the bases loaded in the sixth inning
and only one out and we didn't score."
The Huskies will play a non-conference
game at 6 p.m. Wednesday at Dick Putz
Field against St. Johns University.
SCS will play a home-and-home series
with NCC rival Mankato State University
this weekend. Friday's game will be in
Mankato, while Saturday's game will be at
Dick Putz Field. Both games begin at I
p.m.
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Husky softball falls to conference powerhouses
SGS swept by Bison, drops close games with nationally-ranked competition
by Brian Wierima and
Ryan Voz
A prepared North Dakota
State University softball team
defeated the SCS women's
softball team twice Thursday
at Selke Field.
In cold, windy weather
conditions, the Bison beat the
Huskies g.7 and 2· 1. NDSU
needed the defeat of SCS to
clinch first place in the North
Central Conference Northern
Division.
"NDSU was here to play,"
coach Sue Becker said. "We
showed up, but I wasn't
impressed with our effort."
Senior Heather Evenson
started the first game on the
mound.
Evenson pitched seven
innings and gave up five
earned runs, eight hits and
three walks. Three pitches hit
batters.
Becker said the weather
conditions prevented Evenson
from pitching her best.
"She pitches better in
warmer weather," Becker said.
"She didn't get a lot of defense
behind her. When a pitcher is
struggling, that's when the
defense has to pick it up a
notch."
The Bison scored the
winning run in the fifth inning
with a combination of some
sloppy errors by the Huskies.
SCS's biggest threat took
place in the fourth inning.
Freshman Sarah Smith hit a
home run over the left.field
fence for three runs with the
wind blowing strong towards
home plate and the Huskies
down 7-4.
"That was a shot," Becker
said. "I thought that was going
to be our break, but then we let
them score again."
Smith said a home run was
not the plan when she was
batting. "I was just going for a
base )lit just like alwa'ys," she
said.
The Huskies gave up five
runs in the fourth inning and
two runs in the second. NDSU
had three unearned runs due to
errors. SCS had four errors in
the game.
"I think the first game was
one of the ugliest games I've

seen this year," Becker said. "I
have to keep saying 'we're
young' and remember that we
have come a long way."
"We didn't play completely
as a team both offense and
defense," Smith said.
Freshman Michelle Lechner
kept her role as leading team
hitter by going 3.for-4 with
twoRBI's.
Freshman Heidi Munson
pitched for the Huskies in the
second game. Munson pitched
a good game for SCS, .Becker
said.
· Munson gave up three hits
with one earned run in seven
innings.
The Huskies threatened the
Bison lead in the fifth, but left
th~ee runners stranded and
could not score any runs.
SCS scored their only run in
the fifth inning with Brueske's
RBI single scoring freshman
Missy Iten.
NDSU scored their two runs
in the third inning with one run
unearned. The error was
caused by sophomore second
baseman Gina Falkowski.
The Huskies outhit the Bison six to three. NDSU also
had more errors, three to SCS's
one.
"(The intensity level) has
been down as of lately," Smith
said.
Following the losses to the
Bison, the Huskies faced two
nationally•ranked teams this
weekend, but fell to both by a
narrow margin.
SCS
traveled
to
Morningside College where
they were 4-2 in tournament
pool play, losing to the
University of Nebraska Omaha and the University of
Minnesota - Duluth.
SCS defeated Wayne State
Paul Mlddlestaedt/Photo editor
7.Q, Morningside JQ.) and lost SCS freshman Alison Huselid hauls In a throw against North Dakota State University
to UNO 7-4 in eight innings. Thursday. The Huskies were swept by the Bison, losing 8-7 and 2-1.
The Mavericks are ranked 13
"Its good again to sec our
Brueske 's two home runs
The go•ahead and gamein the nation.
The Huskies won their put her on top of the SCS list winning run for UMD was team play the way they can,"
fourth game of the day beating for most home runs in a season Angie Macioce's base hit in Becker said.
The Huskies are waiting for
the University of South Dakota with seven. The previous home the top of the seventh inning.
run record was set by former The
Huskies
threatened the conference seeds, where
7-0 in five innings.
Sophomore Jody Brueske Huskies Kim Bass and Bridget UMD's lead in the bottom of they will find who they will
the seventh inning with a face first this weekend in the
was 2·2 with two home runs Bargfrede with five.
The Huskies faced UMD runner on third base and two conference tournament in
against USD. One of Brueske's
Sunday
where
SCS
took
a
2·0
outs.
Brookings, S.D.
home runs was a grand slam in
Becker said she was pleased
The Huskies' seeding was
the sixth inning to help gi vC lead on the Bulldogs, but
UMD tied the score in the top with the outcome of the not available at deadline.
the Huskies a six•nm rally.
of the sixth inning.
tournament.

If you're into ~ope, you mig~t as well smote t~is.

"My daughter was in a car accident. Her
life was saved by American Red Cross
blood donors."

Be aRed Cross blood donor.
Call I-BOO- GIVE-LIFEtoda y and make
,

+

anappo1ntmem tosaveahfe.
A,,,.rl~n Red Cross

Every day, Americans need blood.
Every day, America needs blood donors.
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PUTYOUR
VALUABLES

WILL BE HA YING ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS ON MAY 3, 1996.

INA
SAFE PLACE.

Thomas Moore specializes in the placement of
temporary and regular full-tillJe accounting,
finance and banking professiotials. Our client list
includes the full range of corporations from
entrepreneurial, high growth finns to Pomme 500
companies.

•3 0% OFF PITCHERS
•2- 4 -J Cocktails
•$I .50 APPETIZERS

lf you are interested in obtaining a summer
position or a regular full-time position and are able
IO relocate to the Twin Cities, please call
Rebecca Lemcke at (612) 338-4884 to schedule an
on-campus interview for May 3, 1996.
·
Helmets make riding more comfortable and fu n. Not to mention safer.
Protect your most valuable

SF

Buffalo/BBQ Wings•French Fries•Seasoned Fries
MozarelJa Sticks•Mfni Tacos

Nightly Specials

2 for 1 Cock tails 4 - Close

THOMAS MOORE. Being the Best.

(612) 338-4884

asset Always wear a helmet. ~,~
MOTORCYCLE SAFm FOUNDATION

.,

1/2 PRICE LONG ISLAND TEAS
1/:l VCllCf VITCt1tl?S 8-Close
IRE! PRElZaS & CIIEISE

Southview Apts.
523 S. 12th St.
University Apts.
339 S. Sixth Ave

College View Apts.
1450 S. Fifth Ave.

Metroview Apts.
310 S. Eighth Ave.

Univ. North Apts.
327 S. Seventh Ave.

-Utilities Paid, Air Conditioning,'· Microwave, Dishwasher-

RIVERSIDE
Real Estate Prop. Inc.
229 Fifth Ave. S. St. Cloud
-Next to Coborns

~
40% off7-10 p.m. & 30% off 10.12 p.m.!
RUMPLEMINZE & JAG SPECIALS TOOi

flliUII imlAH Ill
BEST BLOODY MARY IN TOWN !
~kamisl

12-GPM
AITERNOONBOTILE BEER SPECLIL'l
!KITCHEN OPEN 4 - 10 PM)

for more infonnatioil call: '

251-8284

or

25_1-9418

Make your move!
University Chronicle is accepting app
Advertising
manager

1ck up an app
positions is noo
Call 255-24

for the following positions:
Staff writer
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JEFF's
EX~ELPr2~mM11mt. I n c , ~

TOTAL BODY

FINEST IN AFFORDABLE

PIERCING

STUDENT HOUSING
University Place
1009 & 1021 Sixth Ave. S.
Stateside Apts.
1010 & 1020 Sixth Ave. S.
University West
724 Seventh Ave. S.

West Campus
1310 Sixth Ave. S.
1415 Fifth Ave. S.
Campus Apts.
411 Fifth Ave. S.

Now leasing four-bedroom and studio
apartments for summer and fall, sO call NOW at

251-6005.

~~~

ol:~,l.~

~~

S'h

Stiil Deciding?

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF
&O MAIN ST. E., RICE, MN 56367

14 mi north o f St. Cloud on
West US 10 tum left at flashing
llght four blocks on left

Fo,:, Appointment or
Consultation

Call /320) 393-2654

For Career Information
Call .

available with:
• TUCK-UNDER PARKING
*HEAT PAID
*WATER PAID
• TANNING BEDS
• 2 FULL BATHS
·• DISHWASHER
*MICROWAVE

FOR INFORMATION
CALL

APARTMOO
ANDERS

259-4040

/B#GtGEST APARTM/8'ffS ON CAMNSI

~

612-654-5089

SJ: a.ouDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
ADA Aa:.,..ible l'Kililp Alf'imw:i.-eActioalliqw.l CJs:1-n,lliry Edt.Ka«~ Employa-

NOW HIRING
FOR NEXT FALL

Don't Eat the Daisies
Thursday, May 2

.Tim Mahoney &The Meenies
Friday, May 3

Johnny Clueless
Saturday, May 4

Post Mississippi Music
Fest Party

Surahoolies
Sunday, May 5

Sales experience desired but not required
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Student Gover1

Presidential candidates
Chris Herrmann
Living in
Chicago, Tucson,
St. Cloud, and
rural Minnesota
has given me the
confidence,
determination,
spirit, work ethic,
and diversity
needed of a
president.
Working with
administration,
lobbying at the
- ._
State Capital, and
being a student
Senator and having delegated at
MSUSA reflects my experience
to address every husky issue.
Achievemerit of goals is how
I'll make my mark on SCSU.
My goals are: regulated WET
CAMPUS; increase school
spirit; cut unnecessary spending
and gain back control of the

student activity fees
to the hands of the
students; Parking;
NCAA Division I
football, basketball,
and baseball; fight
sexism and racism.
I am very
qualified, motivated,
organized, and
hardworking . I will
weed out those
members of student
government who
_._ _ aren't representing
the students. I'll
extensively push student
interests at campus, community,
state, and federal level. I will
not be administration's puppet
and will only do what students
want me to do.

Elections will be held TuesdaJ
Garvey Commons, 11a.m. to 7 p.n

William I

Bill Huston
representatives
I have been
involved with
follow the proper
Student
·
policies and fulfill
Government for
their commitment to
three years,
the students. I will
seek out issues which
serving as
Legislative
are important to
students and address
Affairs
them. I will serve the
Chairperson,
Chief Justice,
students, not myself.
and Fee
I feel the Student
Government
Allociition
Committee
President must
member. I have
represent first and
always strived to ' - - - - - - - - - ' foremost. I do not
represent
feel the President
students and ask for their
should take the lead from
opinion. I have presented three
Administration. While it is
referenda since last spring for
important to cooperate with
the consideration of the student
other constituencies on the
body.
campus, I feel the President
I will increase Student
should be a strong voice for the
Government's image by
STUDENTS.
promoting an environment in
which the elected

I'm entering this
campaign as a
concerned member
of the student body.
My strength is that
I will offer a fresh
approach to the
way things are
done. My
experience as a
student will further
involve students in
the decisionmaking process.
I want to make
our student
government more student
interactive. There seems to be ·
too much emphasis on the
process and not the issues,
themselves. We as students need
to be able to know what's going
on and how student government
decisions will affect us directly
and indirectly.

Vice-presiden
Jeffrey Neil Anderson

Mike Baker

----=-----'

Cl.ear,
consistent, and
persistent
communication is
one of the best
tools I know. With
that kind of
communication,
students are
effective at
lobbying and their
representitives can
give students
more, not less,

access to the
system. Working
with students helped me realize more than one
side to an issue exists.

John Radel

Angeline Loh
When I am elected as the
Vice-President, I will
definitelv push for safer
studying environment for
students (especially female
students), I will promote
equality in funds for every
organization, and also
recommend a non-increase
in students tuition and
activity fees.
Vote for me, as your
international voice in

Prepared and proactive
Jeff Anderson will produce,
as vice president, an open
and diverse system of
student government. Jeff
believes disseminating
information on student
govermnment activities
breaks down barriers and
leads to involvement. Jeff
will provide leadership that
engages students. and
. organizational leaders in
collaborative efforts to
improve the system.

I am running for vice
president because I want to
improve Student
Government's relation with
students. Internally, my two
years of experience would
serve to teach new senators
effectiveness and
dedication. Externally, I
want to build on the success
of SRA and further develop
that link to organizations.

Stephanie English
As an At Large
Senator I plan to
represent each and
every student to
the best of my
abilities. Since I
currently hold the
position of an At
Large Senator, I
vote on issues that
are beneficial to
all students. If re•
elected I plan to
continue my
'----=="'--,.-' service of

Dominic
good senator for
Student
Government
because I am
willing to put
forth the time and
effort necessary to
make the campus
a better place for
an students. I am
willing to listen to
all suggestions for
improving the

No
photo
available

' - - - - - - - - - ' ::::~:r:n:n
campus. Christy Hovanetz

experience and ambiti
position to new levels

:t!;:· ,

nment elections

)
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, May 7 and Wednesday May 8 at the following locations:
,1.; Atwood Memorial Center, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m,; Learning Resources Services, 5 P·":1· to 10 p.m.; Halenbeck Hall, 11a.m. to 4 p.m.

Amy Marie Nord
The role of
student
government

president is to
represent and
reflect the student
body on all issues.
The president of
student
government must
also be a leader
fighting for the
interests of the

students. Student
government needs

to be the voice of
all students, not just a select
few.

students; we need
to work together to
begin
accomplishing our
goals. More
students at SCSU
means no budget
cuts.
The role of
Student
Government
president iS to
facilitate change.
The presiderit needs
to represent the
students by making
well educated decisions and
negotiating in a mature and
professional manner. The
president will set the goals of
Student Government and see to
it that things get done.

My involvement
with Student
Government began
three years ago
when I was the
News Editor for
the Chronicle. Last
year I was

appointed the
Campus Affairs
Chairwoman as I
dealt with matters

concerning safety
and parking. Many
organizations have
worked with me
this year, I am the current
Finance Chair.
I have a vision for next year
of student and Administration
• working together to enhance the
image of our campus.
Organizations· and
Administration will coordinate
events that recruits and retains

Robert Swanson
My involvement
with Student
Government has
spanned three
years: I've worked
on various
committees and
with numerous
organizations. I am
dedicated, hardworking, and
sensitive to the
needs of students.
My knowledge of
various issues on
campus and in the
community makes me a strong
candidate for this position.
I would like to accomplish a
minimum of three things next
year. Improve studentcommunity relations, increase
student awareness of changes at
SCSU, and help students realize
that Student Government is

Candidate essays were not edited. Presidential essays
were limited to 150 words, ·all others 50 words.

tial candidates

Jake Sedlacek

John "J.R." Root

In three years on campus,
I've had a great college
experience, by making use
of opportunities provided
through the university.
Being elected Student
Government Vice President
is just one way I can give
back to this institution and
work towards the benefit of
all students on campus. I
encourage communication.

By voting for me, you
will provide SCSU with a
vice president with integrity,
diligence, and experience.
I am currently the Student
Services Chair, and was also
the treasurer for Sherburne
Hall. The leadership and
skills I have acquired in
those positions will help me
as vice president.

their voice on this
campus. If elected
I would guarantee
an honest effort to
accomplish these
tasks.
The role of
President includes
meeting with
legislators and
administrators, and
working with
MSUSA to insure
an affordable,
quality education.
The conversion to
semesters, the new library, the
University budget, and tuition
are some of my main concerns.
Students need leadership,
experience, and commitment Vote Swanson Student Body
President!

Robert Stromberg
The Student Government
vice president must ensure
that the whole student body
is being represented fairly. I
feel I can accomplish this
by staying dedicated and
being involved with
campus organizations.
During my tenn I hope to
get more people involved
in making this campus the
best it can be.

Senator-at-large candidates
Nelson
Involvement of
students or
members is the
key to the success
of both Student
Government and
St. Cloud State. I
will focus on
projects that will
empower more
students. More
public knowledge
of Student
Government
events will be
encouraged. My
on will move my

Matt Trombley
No
photo
available

In my three
years at SCSU
I've had lhe
opportunity to be
involved in
student groups
from many
different areas of
the university, aJJ.d
have listened to
their concerns. As
a senator, I would
work to bring the
demands and

~ - - - - - - - ' needs of student
organizations to
the Student Government.

Lori Wellens
I think Student
Government can
be better utilized
by creating a
larger community
of students, thus
obtaining more
diverse opinions
and points of
view. I would
love to have the
opportunity to
implement student
ideas into their
government. I
believe that I have
the background and will to accomplish this.

Tonya Wruck
As Vice
President of a
student
organization I've
gained the
experience
necessary to hold a
senate position.
I would like to
increase the
visability of
Student
Government
making everyone
aware of how to
take part and get
their concerns heard. I will then be a strong
voice for those concerns.
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Get Outside
Half-Price Rentals
at the Outings Cent~rReturn this survey and receive a coupon
good for half off a weekend rental.
How often do you do outdoor activities?

• • . Fe'f:2.. rUe'
Ft"t-165?' If\J OPF
c'.Atvt'PtJS <;;T'tJDet\fr

HOUSil\/G!

Every day

Once a week

Monthly

Rarely

Twice a week

Do you know that Atwood center has an outings
Center that rents equipment for a fr a ction of
other rental companies and some equipment for free?

Yes

No

Which of these would you rent, if they were av~ilable?
In-line skates
Fishing equipment

Kayaks

Canoes

Camping stuff

Ice auger
Snowshoes

Coolers

Tents

Cross country skis
What times of the week and day would you
rent outdoor equipment?

Would you ever rent from the outings Center?
Why or why not .
Atwood OU tings Center is located next to Copies Plus, at
the northwest corner of Atwood.

St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Avenue South
St. Cloud, Mn 56301-4498
(612) 255-2113

.
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]DIVERSIONS
'Anything Goes' in SC~ spring musical

Reno Sweeney (senior Allison Tilsen , center), her "angels" and sailors finish a song and dance number in the musical production of "Anything
Goes." The musical plays at 8 p.m. daily through Saturday on the Performing Arts Center's Center Stage
STORY BY
ERIC HEDLUND
DIVERSIONS EDITOR
PHOTOS BY
JULIA PETERSON
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

T

he I 930s ocean liner America has

sailed into SCS, bringing with it

the musical "Anything Goes."
The spring musical, directed by

Richard Nimke, assistant professor of
theatre and film studies, is set on

an

ocean liner heading to England in 1934.
"Anything Goes" weaves together the

stories of a varied mix of characters, and
includes wel l•known songs like "I Get A
Kick Out Of You" and "Anything Goes."
All the characters have their own
reasons for taking the voyage, but their
plans change as they encounter one
another.
Senior music education major
Christopher Murphy, in his first acting
role at SCS, plays Billy Crocker, one of
the lead male characters.
"He's just a broken-down broker,
basically," Murphy said.
Murphy's character sneaks aboard the
ocean linct in pursuit of his love, Hope
Harcourt. The catch, however, is that she

is engaged to be married to Englishman
Evelyn Oakley, played by senior theatre
major Dan Hopman.
Sophomore vocaJ perfonnance major
Angela Fox plays Hope, whom Fox
describes as the typical ingenue part, the
innocent young girl.
Hope wants to please her mother, who
wants her to marry this rich Englishman,
Fox said. "She really wants to love
(him), because he's got money, he's
stable and he'd be a good provider, but
she's in love with Billy," she said.
Like Murphy, Hope is Fox's first
acting role at SCS, although she was
involved in two operatic productions at
SCS in the past year.
"The 'theater thing' is reaJly new for
me, but it's been fun," she said. "I'm
learning a lot."
Reno Sweeny, played by senior
theatre major Allisoh Tilsen, is enlisted
by Billy to help stop Hope and Evelyn's
marriage, but ends up falli ng in love
with the Englishman.
"She's bold, she's brassy, she's an exevangelist-cum-nightclub singer, she's
right in your face," Tilscn said.
"Anything Goes" is Tilsen's last
production in whi ch she is starring
before she graduates. She has performed
in other SCS productions such as "You

Can't Take It With You" and the 1993
musical, "Guys and Dolls."
Richard Nimke said the 24-person
cast and I 0-person crew, who have been
working on the musical since the
beginning of the quarter, have had
several challenges to overcome.
"The tap (dance) number was
particularly challenging," he said. "I
think there arc only two or three people
in the entire cast that have any tap
experience."
The pit orchestra for the SCS spring
musical is nonnally set in a recessed area
at the front of the stage, but since extra
stage space was needed, the jazz combo
which serves as the orchestra for
"Anything Goes·· was moved off-stage.
To compensate for the lack of eye
contact, video monitors were set up so
the orchestra and the cast on-stage can
see each other.
Nimke said he was pleased with the
quality of the production.
"ll"s a good show, it's very tight,"
Nimke said. "We've worked hard on it."

"Anything Goes" plays at 8 p.m.
daily through Saturday on the PAC Hope Harcourt (Angela Fox) and Billy
Center Stage. Tickets are $4 for adults, Crocker (Christopher Murphy) sing a duet
$2 for seniors and non-SCS students during "Anything Goes."
and free with a valid SCS JD.

-
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Students paint mural in Java Joint to womanhood, hardships
by Shannon McBride
Staff writer

A

25-foot wall located
within the Java Joint
has been donated by
the owner to create a mural
glorifying womanhood and
identifying the hardships
facing many women.
Six SCS students are
creating this mural for a
project for the class, Women's
Studies 201.
This group of students said
positive images of women and
their contributions to society
are lacking in the St. Cl°:ud
community.
Junior Kris Ihrke said they
have decided to paint a mural
that shows women in a positive
light. She said the mural
represents women at peace,
women that are strong and
women who are proud of who
they are.
"Women, lots of times, get
painted in a negative light,
very
stereotypically
and
betrayed," Ihrke said. "We are
just trying to show the opJX>site
of that, the truth about
women."
Duke said it wasn't difficult
to convince people from the
Java Joint to paint the mural.
'The owner was really eager
to let us come in and have this
as a part of their one-year
celebration," Ihrke said.

Paul MlddlestaedVPhoto editor

Sophomore English major Kate Hagen (right) and junior mass communications major Kris Ihrke work on a 25-footlong mural dedicated to womanhood Sunday afternoon in the Java Joint.
Senior Erika Gossett said it
According to Gossett, the the mural is a combination of for the Women's Studies class
was hard to find a location colors of the completed project the group's ideas.
include: the Java Joint, Forest
outside.
will be significant to the
"Everyone is included in lime
Products
Inc.,
"We tried to find a painting.
some part of the painting," she Hirshfields, Hill-Case Hall,
community business that
"White will show peace, and said. "No one person created Women's Equality Group
wbuld allow us to do this we will have one woman the whole thing."
(WEG), Student Coalition
mural outside," Gossett said . painted in a darker skin color
The painting has begun, aild Against Racism (SCAR), Joe
"We wanted to do something to show different personalities completion will be within the Zipp and Curt Monjeau.
permanent,
something or ethnic groups," she said.
next three weeks.
differerlt that would stand out."
Sophomore Kate Hagen said
Contributors for the project

Ensemble plays concert, looks toward Mexico
by David Tjomhom
Staff writer

S

played nation-wide in Mexico. For the
concert, they will be playing a mix of
American and

CS Wind and Jazz Ensembles
finished their first tour this
year with a home concert
Sunday. This was in
preparation for their tour to
Mexico.

For the last concert, they will be
playing at the famous outdoor
Acapulco Amphitheater, and a
benefit concert will be played.
The ensembles applied for his
this opportunity by sending in a tape
to the Mexican public radio. Sixty
students will travel and
participate in the
event.

The ensembles played
for the St. Paul
Highland Par~ High
School followed by
the U.S. Anny Biass
Quartet.
During the second
part of the tour they
performed at the
new Redwing High
School, where the
jazz
recorded
for
Minnesota
Educators Association.

The programs support
will come from spl!cial
concerts
and
grant
applications. The ensembles
will have a car wash to help
raise money for this special
opportunity May 4.
amateur group to be featured with
several professional orchestras in a CD
produced by Vienna Modem
Masters, the world's largest
recording industry of
modem classical music.
The CD will be distributed

recorded a tape to be
played for Mexican
public radio because,
next March 3-11, both
ensembles
will
be
traveling to Mexico city.
"It 's important for
exchange between Mexico and the
United States," said Richard K.
Hansen, conductor and director of the
ensembles.
They will be playing at the
President's palace, and the tape will be

Many of the concerts will be
televised or played on the radio in
Mexico. The concerts will attract about
600 or more people, Hansen said.

-

Sunday's concert, the wind

~ ·R:;:;r;~~tt:~b~~;!e~h;;:fe:~:;~~:
in Mexico are
,
running around with nothing to do, and we would like to plant •
a seed for music," Hansen said.

-

died March 20th, 1995 and was elected
into the Minnesota Music Educators
Hall of Fame.
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May marks beginning of Minnesota tornado season
by Nicole Wimberger

Business editor

S

pring iri' Minnesota brings a
regeneration of life, outdoor
activities and tornado season.
Although the actual length of the
tornado season varies from location to
location, tornado season in Minnesota
usually lasts from May to August, said
Robert Weisman, associate professor of
earth sciences.
"Nationwide, most tornadoes take
place in spring," he said.
St. Cloud tested its tornado sirens on
Thursday.
The
SCS
Disaster
Management Committee took the
opportunity to exercise its dis3ster
reaction plan.
In the scenario the committee worked
on, the Administrative Services building
was destroyed by a tornado. The
committee, therefore, gathered in Atwood
Memorial Center, said Mark Petrick,
director of University Public Safety.
The Disaster Management Committee
discussed solutions to possible problems
they could face in an actual tornado
disaster, Petrick said. "(The scenario) got
a response, got the Disaster Committee
thinking, thinking out loud," he said.
Petrick compared this practice to a
basketball player's practice. "If I don't
practice in basketball, you can't expect a
good performance from me," he said.
The siren testing done by the city of St.
Cloud, and the resulting scenario by the
SCS Disaster Management Committee,
was part of Tornado Awareness Week.
University Public Safety, with
participation
from
the
Disaster
Management Committee, hung posters
around campus which contained
information about Tornado Awareness

Music

Week, what a tornado is and where
tornado shelters are located in each
building.
A special set of conditions is necessary
to contribute to the development of
tornadoes, Weisman said. One condition
is a large amount of warm, humid air at
ground level. Also, relatively cool air
must be present at approximately 10,000
feet above ground level, he said.

A change in wind direction must also
be present between atmospheric levels,
~eisman said. Such a difference would
exist when wind traveled south at ground
level and west higher in the atmosphere.
Another condition present when
tornadoes develop is a bubble of warm air
aout 3,000 feet above ground, Weisman
said. This keeps thunderstorms in the air.
The possibiljty of a tornado increases
when the stonns do not fonn until later in
the day', he said.

Weisman said.
Tornadoes tend to move from
southwest to northeast, however, some
move from north to south, he said. They
usually travel from 30 to 40 mph.
The wind not directly within th_e
tornado is often strong enough to lift a car
off the ground, he said.
"A car or truck is about the worst place
to be in a tornado," Weisman said. It is
safer to get out of the vehicle, away from
the vehicle and stay as close to the ground
as possible. The biggest danger, when out
in the open, is being hit by debris, he said.
Petrick also provided some safety tips
to follow if a tornado should develop in
the area. He suggested moving to an area
with as many walls as possible to offer
· protection from the storm, finding a low
area and staying away from glass.
Weisman said current machinery is
unable to detect direct readings of wind
speeds in tornadoes, but estimates of
wind speeds can be made by examining
the damage done by a tornado. Such
estimates range from about 70 mph in a
smaller, weaker tornado to about 300
mph in a more severe tornado.
Tornadoes are not the number one
cause of death from weather in the
country, Weisman said.
Fewer than 100 people die per year as
a result of tornadoes, he said. Lightning,
rare," Weisman said.
flash floods and heat and humidity kill
A tornado watch does not necessarily more people than do tornadoes. However,
mean that a tornado has developed, much more attention is paid to the danger
Weisman said. A warning is issued when of tornadoes, Weisman said.
"We do have a tornado awareness
a tornado has been seen on the ground by
spotters, when a funnel cloud has been week, but we don't have a lightning
seen, but has not touched the ground, and awareness week, a flash flood awareness
when a lot of rotation has been detected week or a heat IUld humidity awareness
in the lower levels of a thunderstorm, he week," Weisman said.
Safety precautions must be taken in all
said.
Such rotation within a thunderstorm dangerous weather situations, Weisman
can be detected by Doppler Radar, said.
The more frequent thunderstorms
occur, the less chance there is of a
tornado developing, Weisman said.
However, tornadoes are not extremely
frequent occurrences, Weisman said.
AJ)proximately 10,000 storms are on the
planet at one time, and only I percent of
those storms cause severe weather, he
said. One perc~nt of that I percent causes
tornadoes, he said. "That's still relatively

REVIEW

Cracker's eclectic new release may be their best album yet
I hate to admit I missed out on
Camper Van Beethoven.
When I was in high
school, I knew a guy who
worshipped them, had their
T-shirts, the whole nine
yards. I never picked up on
them myself, though. I guess,
back then, I had a hard time
believing that any band who
released its first album after
1985 could be anything more
than a certified poster-child
for Vidal Sassoon hair
styling products (i.e. Poison
and Warrant).
So, I missed David Lowery's first
band, but fortunately, I have not missed
his second. Cracker, Lowery's current '
band, is one of the best units working
today, and on the band's third release,
"The Golden Age," they come through
with the goods.
''The Golden Age" may very well be
Cracker's best album to date and that's
no easy feat considering 1993's
brilliant "Kerosene Hat." That album
balanced Lowery's striking lyrics and a
straight-ahead rock and roll attack with
the right blend of folk and country
mixed in for good measure. On "The
Golden Age," the band returns to that
same approach for even more satisfying
results.
Several of the songs on the album
are straight-out country rock along the
lines of the great early l 970's Rolling

Stones albums like "Exile on
Mainstreet." Nowhere is this more true
than in the album's second
song, "I'm a Little Rocket
Ship" and the barroom stomp
of "Sweet 1bistle Pie." That
song and the slow tempo of
"How Can I Live Without
You" made me see exactly
how much Lowery can
resemble an early Tom Petty
both musically and lyrically.
Cracker is really successful
at blending a number of
different musical styles, and
the evidence of that is_provided by the
album's final track, "Bicycle Spaniard"
where the band sounds like a cross
between Leonard Cohen, Tony Bennett
and Hank Williams. Perfect music for a
galactic cocktail party:
Of course, you would expect some
off-beat lyrics from the man who once
wrote, "what the world needs now is
another folk singer like I need a hole in
my head," and Lowery delivers them
with his goofy attacks on materialism
and the slacker set in songs like "I Hate
My Generation" and "Useless Stuff."
The album's highlights, both
musically and lyrically, are the
lonesome pining of "Big Dipper'' and
the haunted country-folk ballad "Dixie
Babylon." In both songs, the band
captures the mood of Lowery's lyrics
perfectly, and the result is a
tremendously moving song. Special

I

mention should go to the desolate
guitar fills that guitarist Johnny
Hickman inserts into "Dixie Babylon."
Although the album contains a few
inconsequential songs fike the all•gunsfiring "100 Flower Power Maximum,"
none of the tracks are misfires and

Copyright 1996 Virgin Records America, Inc.

none would cause anyone to flip ahead
to the next song early.
AU in all, Lowery and company have
managed to put together an eclectic,
but excellent, album and one well
worth adding to one's coUection.
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RESTAURANT REVIEW

Ace deserves reputation for good ribs, put lacks atmosphere

I

n search of a good rack of
ribs, the Grub Truck went to
the southeast side's Ace Bar
& Cafe. This restaurant boasts a
63-year history in the St. Cloud
area, and ribs are their specialty.
Cleanliness: *****
Overall, cleanliness of the
restaurant was good. The only
improvement was the spotty
silverware. It is more a matter of
appearance than of sanitation, so
this should not impede upon
anyone's desire to eat at the Ac~.
The spots just show a lack of
attention to detail in the dish
room. If this lack of attention
spilled over into the cleanliness
of the dining area, the score
would reflect it, which it does
not.
Atmosphere: *****
With a name like the Ace, one
conjures up a playing card theme,
right? Not so at this Ace. The
restaurant was pretty weak on
atmosphere. The dining area is a
big open room full of tables and
chairs, but very little privacy,
like of a high school cafeteria,
with very little in the way of a
real concentrated effort to
decorate it.

detracted from the enjoyment of
surprise, after I had ordered
the ambiance, because it
dinner, and was waiting for the
appeared as though the owners of salad, a basket of crackers and a
the Ace were not
plale of liver pate and
interested in art at all.
cheese spread was
On the same wall are
delivered to the table
pictures of Colonial
'
This 1s a luxury the
America, an African
vast maJonty oi
woman with water jugs
restauran~ s,mply
and a Norman
don't bother providing
Rockwell scene.
rD fortheirpatrons It
'I\ D was also served with a
The main problem
by Chad
dinner roll and later,
with the Ace is its utter
Groetsch
garlic bread. All of
lack of focus in
this aided in setting up
presenting its atm6sphere. Is it a
the pallet for the main course.
family restaurant, a supper club,
or a bar and grill? To improve,
Along with each entree meal
the Ace has to find an ideal focus soup or salad and choice of
to center their atmosphere. Pure
potato is served. This. of course,
and simple. Until then. it is just a enters the element of choice.
cafeteria.
Giving a patron the choice of
soup or salad and the choice of
how they want their potato
Food:*****
prepared may seem elementary,
but often it is unasked by
The Ace offers a lot to work
restaurants, leaving a plate full of
with that makes its food
french fries that were not asked
supremely excellent. To my

I

G.vu'

The Ace Bar & Cafe

Sure, the plastic hanging plants
and the mismatched art prints on
the walls were an attempt at
decorating, however feeble an
attempt it was. The art probably

423 St. Germain Street SE
251-0232

~

DOWN
1 Excitement
2 Ore deposit
3 Upon
4 Video
transmission
5 Additional pay
6 Incites to action
7 Bonds
8 Wrote a TV text
9 Program
10 Some actors

Finally, ◄ he barbecue ribs were
excellent. The meat was so
tender, it literally fell off the
bone. The tenderness is both a
mark of quality meat and quality
cooking. It came to the table still
sizzling. No heat lamp at work
here, boys and girls. The
barbecue sauce was a little mild,
but not tasteless.
Price: ***** ·
Dining at the Ace is one of
those experiences that you have
to be willing to pay for to fully
enjoy. Appetizers are a fair $3 to
$6 range. The entrees, however,
can range from $7 to $16 per
plate. The higher prices are
primarily for the steak and rib
dishes. For two people, a $20 to
$30 range is fair to enjoy their
meals without ordering the least
expensive and most expensive
entrees.
Service: *****

Hours: Sun - Thurs 11 a.m. • 9 p.m.
Fri and Sat 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sample prices: Shrimp Scampi: $14.50
Chicken and Broccoli Fettuccine: $5.95
Barbecue Ribs: $9.95

Try list: Barbecue Ribs

The basic needs of the patron
are attended to, but don't expect
excellent service. Unless all the
servers were in a bad mood that
night, the pleasant nature that is
essential to good service just was
not there. A mark of good
service is keeping a good face on
for the customers, even if the

server is not truly happy.
On the positivt side though,
the service was speedy. Before I
was done with the plate, the salad
was brought to the table. Before I
was done with the salad, the ribs
were at the table. Obviously, this
is one area pf service that they
have mastered.
Variety: *****
In one respect, the Ace is an
average American restaurant with
its meat menu and common
American appetizer. On the other
hand, they offer more ways to
prepare steak than most steak
restaurants do. For steak lovers,
this is heaven. For vegetarians,
this is some place less than
appealing. The Ace offers
chicken, pork and beef dishes, a
few salads and appetizers. That
is basically it for the Ace's menu.

Overall:

*****

With exception to the great
food and above-average
cleanliness, the Ace Bar & Cafe
is a pretty mediocre restaurant.
In the areas of service, variety,
price and atmosphere, they need
definite improvement to be
considered one of the better
restaurants in St. Cloud. At least
they know how.. to cook a good
rack of ribs.

TRUE!

ACROSS
1 Venetian blind
part
5 Wagers
9Waming
Interjection
13 Large handbag
14 Reasoning
15Festival
16 Adored one
17 Ire
18 TV award
19 Aftereffects
22Hints
23 Cushion
24 Rules of
conduct
27 Diminishes
32 Rubout
33 Washes
34 Allow
35 Fissure
~~=~Ider
38 Obtained
39 Pastry cook
40 Give shelter to
41 catches in a
trap
43 Middle part
44 Give the once-over
45 Groceries
vehicle
46 Bay State
52 Tresses
54 Missile shelters
55 Brogan
56 Eye amorously
57 Bring out
58Tractable
59 Useless plant
60 Look !or
61 Stride

for in the first place. It is a small
restaurant courtesy that can be
overlooked in a world of
corporate restaurant ownership.

1--1--1-..._

1

Cl 199-tTrit>une MecllaSer,-,ces. lnc:
AIIRigMS Res,,rved

11 Gracelul tree
12 Springtime of
lile
14 Shoestrings
20 Regulation
21 Rowing
implements
24 Blend
25 Hunter
constellation
26 Flat floats
27 Points ol time
28Always
29 lnltuence
30 Verb lorm
31 Gulde
33 Similar to
36 Touches fondly
37 Competitions
39 Inlets of the
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sea
40 That woman 's
42 Approached

43 Reason
45 Wheel block
46 Race distance
47 Helper

48 Piece of
evidence
49 The one
there
50 Large book

51 Become
diffused
gradually
52 In what way?
53 Lifetime

.
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The number of bacteria living in your mouth can easily
exceed the number of people who live on the Earth.

0m.ONIUE DlvERsIONS

J

ust think. You see something weird happe~ing on campus or in
the area. You visit your friendly Diversions editor and pitch
your story idea to him, which leaves him sprawled on the
ground in astonishment. Then you go out, get the story, write it and
get your name in print.
Interested? Intrigued? Fascinated? You should be.
Become a DIVERSIONS writer. Call Eric Hedlund, Diversions
editor, at 255-4086.
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We know ~ow to handle insurance companies .. •

. If yOu·ve been injured,
call Bill Smoley or Nora Klaphake
Attorneys at Law • (612)251-U00

Mental Illness

has warning signs, too,

Here's fost-octl'½) rellef

fro"'- the presse<re of school' c;rocie<Otl'½)
s.eV\,Lors. av.,d. grad s.tudeV\-ts. CCllt\. get 1400=
cCts.n l::JetcR.* Olt\. tne purcnas.e DY Leets.e of CIV\-tJ

~~ol n.ew Foni OY MercLA.YtJ,
lvlls l,ccle<cies H,e hlgh-perfon"-O"-"e MC<St0",) 1
call 1-f?00-3:::2.1-1531<:> or vLs.[t our web s.[te
ot htty/lwww.forci .co"'- for the fe<Ll storLJ-

, _ . BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.

Withdrawal from social
activities. Excessive anger.
Th ese could be the fir s t
warning signs of a mental
Illness. Unfortunately, most of
us don't recognize the signs.
Which Is tragic. Because
mentaJ illness can be- treated.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who
gel help, get better.
For a free booklet about
menial Illness and Its warning
signs, write to or call:
NC1tionalMentolHealthAsroeiation
P.O. &t 17389,
Wmihington, D.C. 20041

1-800-969-NMHA.

Learn to see the warning signs.

I 1.1=.~
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You are required to come to the
Student Services Office to obtain
your ACCESS CODE, TIIE.DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE SCHEDULED
TO REGISTER. Advisers will be
available in BB 123,
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

April 29 for Fall
Quarter 1996.

scsu
Career Services
255-2151

ST. CLOUD STATE
UNIVERSITY

St. Cloud Technical College
Counseling Office
(320) 654-5089 or
1-800-222-1009

,--

~

COLLEGE.

Are you .....
_/I
. ·#.:., 'J
e/-ntpas•wve
.

tJ'

~1

Determined.

Do you Enjoy .....
a good challenge?
seeing results?
making things happen?

If you are the master of your destiny, design your career in:

Manufacturing Engineering
( 320) 255 - 3252
St. Cloud State University
720 4th Ave. S. 211 ECC
St. Cloud MN 56301-4498

scsu

The Manufacturing Engineering Program is accredited by the
Engineering Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board
for Engineering and Technology, EAC/ABET.

Contact:
Dr. A. Bekkala, Director

255-3255

E;_CC-204
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Wayward softball impacts passing motorist
by Paul Wait
Assistant mana~ing editor
Senior Jared Weinrcis had no
intention of stopping at Selke
Field Thursday afternoon to
watch the SCS women's softball
game .
. That is, until a part of the
ballgame came to him.
Weinreis was traveling west
on Michigan Avenue in his 1982
Oldsmobile Delta 88 when an
errant foul ball came over the
south brick wall of Selke Field,
glanced off a tree, then smashed
into the center of his windshield.
Weinreis was stunned. "I
thought 'Whoa! What the hell.' I
just jumped," he said. "It was
really loud inside the car."
Although the ball did not
come through the windshield,
the impact left glass slivers on
his dashboard. "I'm probably
lucky it didn' t come right into
the car," Weinreis said.
His vision obscured by the
cracked windshield, Weinreis
stopped his vehicle. He entered
Selke Field to let an official
from SCS know about the
damage to his vehicle.
Weinreis filed an incident
report Friday with University
Public Safety.
According to Mary Soroka,
,vice president for administrative
affairs, Weinreis needs to file a

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

Senior Jared Weinreis leans against his 1982 Oldsmobile Delta 88, which was struck in the windshield by a foul ball
from Selke Field Thursday afternoon as Welnreis was driving west on Michigan Avenue.
three-page form with her office
to
be
considered
for
reimbursement.
The claim would go to the
Minnesota Attorney General's
office, wh1ch could take up to
six weeks to process it, she said.
A claim of this nature would
generally be d~nied, unless the

university is proved to be
negligent, Soroka said. "It's an
accident. It's kind of like an act
of God."
The university has the
discretion to settle the claim
even if the state denies it, she
said. ''There have been cases
like this where we have paid the

claim,'' Soroko said.
Weinreis bought his car two
months ago, he said. Since it is
an older vehicle, Weinreis
carries only liability insurance,
which does not cover damage to
his Oldsmobile.
A new windshield will cost
about $250. Weinreis said he

hopes the university will pay to
have his windshield replaced.
"Hopefully they will pay for it,''
he said. "I certainly can't afford
it.''
''Talk .., about luck,'' Weinreis
said. "If I'd have been two
seconds earlier or two seconds
later..."

Women's Equality Group
presents:

4th Annual Spring Sexism Forum
"A Year in Focus"

Tuesdav Axii OInternational -Ladvsli ,er Room
lO a.rn. Grassroots Organizing in India

Mass
QD the ~rass

I I a.111. International Women at SCSC
\oon Women in China
2 p.111. \'i'omcn in Pakistan

Wedncsdav '.Vlav 1 National -:--:onh Vovaaeur Room
10 a.m. Breaking Through

11 a.m. Lcgislati1c Warfare
\oon \V'omcn on \Vedncsdal'

Sunday, May 5
11:15 am
Atwood Quarry Amphitheater

l p.rn. Celebrities, Gender Violcnc~ and Racism

8 p.m. Porn and the Male Ego, Chuck Derry

Thursda I Mav 2 Local -South Glacier Room

Join the Newman Community
as we gather on the grassy slope
to celebrate Eucharist.

10 a.111. Domestic Violence in Our Backvard

11 a.111. Minnesota vs. Abortion Rights
1 p.111. The Line ofDuty
2 p.m. Legallv C1iminalized Sexism
,·-:\// D·e11ts are Free and 0/u!n to tbe Puh/ic'''

w

c~~~t +

Newman
Center

•

CATHOLIC: CAMPUS MINISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sw1day: 9a.m., ll:l5a.m. 8p.m

'

Mas,i & Events 251-3261
Office 25 l ·32(,0
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United Parcel Service
Part Time Loading/Unloading

$8.00 per hour

✓

United Parcel Service is currently taking applications for part-time loaders and unloaders. Applicants
should have flexible schedules and be available to
work mornings Monday through Friday. Hours are
from approximately 3:30 a.m. to 8 -a.m. Job duties
will include loading and unloading of UPS vehicles.
Applicants must be at leaast 18 yrs. of age, able to lift
70 lbs., and e njoy fast-paced physical work.
If interested, please contact the St. Cloud Job
Service at 255-3266 by May 3rd to arrange for an
interview.
EE

~

Campus Vloce Apartments
Parking
✓ Private Bedrooms
Air Conditioning
✓ Shared .Bedrooms
✓ Heat Paid
✓ Mini Suites
✓ Water Paid
• ✓ Free Storage
✓ Quiet ~uilding ✓ Microwaves
✓ Dishwashers
✓ Laundry
• te• •
✓ Mini Blinds
*s1.1-"',uer rll
✓

Efficiencies, 3 & 4 bedroom aparlmenls available
at six locations!
call Greg or Chris for more information

UPS

253-9002

F.qua!OpponunlryempJoyer

YOU CAN ASK US.
For confidential information about birth
control, sexually transmitted diseases and
low-cost clinic referrals.

You make the
call, we'll bake
the bread.

CALL: 1-800-78-FACTS
MN FAMILY PLANNING & STD HOTLINE

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES

SUP>S

1812 16 St. S.E. 252-2633

CLUP>S

p,ople """their friends"

th

@©ID:ffil)@ts ~

[
Fresh balc2d french bread smothered with

over½ pound ofmeats, cheese, and veggies.

#1 Tbe Comet Morehouse

Maple River smoked ham, WIS(OIISin provolone

dleese,lettuce,mayo,andtomato.

,, ~~£!~~.e~&...,,;,.,
19 Tbeflash

withk-ttuce,tomato,and sprouts.

CALL 252-2633

mustard, lettua, ~ npe tomato, and mayo.

~s!i'!:C~b:~~~~th~½~l~i~

Virginia~,cheese,onion,_Fettuu,mayo,and
our own ml &vinegar dressing.

#4 Tbe Boney RiDv

no The
Tullius
Double the amount of medium rare roast beef,

#S Tbe Tappy

t11 TbeGirf

Real turkey breast a ~ ~ b y fresh alfalfa
tfeJ:S~i:m~yo~mato, cnsp lettuce, and of course,

• Air conditioning
•Large storage room
•Frost-free refrigerators
•Laundry facilities
•Vending machines
•Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
•Individual I.eases
•Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Thin sliefll Maple River ham, tomato, and mayo
toppedbyprovolonecheeseandcrisplettua.

#3 TbeBornk

:n:::,~r!lr!~~i~!u7\~~~!1!a!~~~,

•Heated Swimming Pool
•FREE Parking/Outlets
•Sand Volleyball Court
•Heat and Wat.r Paid
•Phone/Cable each bedroom
• Ceiling Fans in every bedroom
•Keyed bedroom locks
•Microwaves/Dishwashers

•7 The Shortcake

#Z Tbe BaDey's Comet

Primeroastbeef,lettuce,tomalo,andreal
Hellmann'sm.ayonnaise.

Premiere Student Housing

Three slices of home-baked honey wheat
bread separated by piles of fixin's.

A truly lla.lianexpenence •made with Geroa. ~ami,
Ca_picolaham,provolonecheese,lettuce,_tomato,
onions, and our own oil & vinegar dre851ng.

tft The Jacob Bluefhlger

Avegetanansubwithtwolayersofclieese,alfalfa
sprouts,ripeavocado,lettuce,tomato,andmayo.

gracedwithatasteofonionandtoppedwith
provolonecheese,tomato,lettu.ce,andmayo.
Ughtlysmoked ham,cheese, lettuce, and mayo on
thetop;realturkeybreast,ripetomato,andmayo
onthebottom.

mTheNarmer
Turkey,avocado,andcheeseooveredwithcrisplet
b.ice,ripetomato,mayo,andalfalfasprouts.

#IJ ~ ~ :to~~ess #LI!!"' l!!'rs~ :me~~;"a2!r ~peanu1
00

lettuce, sprouts, tomato, and real mayO.

butter~Smucker's grape jelly or strawberry iam with our.
freshbakedbread. Guaranteedtoputasmileoneveryfuce

We Deliver Delicious to Your Doorr
8-FifthAve. N.

253-9963

St. Cloud, MN

\l~:"Stde ~CLASsIFmoS"R~~:=:~•!::
0Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
• Classifieds price: five words a line, $1 a line. Six words comprises two lines, ~osting $2.
• Notices are free and will run only if space allows.
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

#1 IN CAMPUS
HOUSING. Apt. Finders.
Summer apts. available
now. One-bdrm. at $250.
Two-bdrms. at $270. Call
now at 259-4040.
'96 SUMMER HOUSING
apts. and houses. 27
locations. Dan, 255-9163.
'96-'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. Houses, apt.
houses, apt. buildings near
SCSU. Dan, 255-9163.
'96 SEPT.1 APT.
openings at Charlamaine!
Quiet! Practically priced!
Perks! Spa, decks, garage
parking and morel By
yourself or yourself and
and a friend, we have
great choices for you! Call
to view, 240-0234. 'only
a few openings available!
1 96 BEST SUMMER
APT. choice! Across
from SCSUI Attractive,
clean, quiet, cared for
bldg. with classic design.
Practically priced and
more perks like sundecks,
whirlpool spa, reserved
parking , dishwashers,
micros. Tour us B/4 U
make your choice! Call
240-0234. One, two,
three and four-bdrm. apts.
to take a look at and get
more info. Apt. rentals.
0

-

**1:4-BDRM. APT$.
and eff. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 2594841.
$250/MO. for your own
apt. One-bdrm. available
June 1. Summer
discounted rates. Upper
units available for $270.
Parking, busline, on-site
laundry. Call today.
They're going fast. 6548300.
$250-$325/MO. 2bdrm. apt. Included
parking, basic utilities.
Convenient SE side
location. These rates
avail. for June-Aug. Low
fall rates, too! Call today.
Northern Management,
654-8300.
$285/MO. Two-bdrm.
apts., summer. University
and Southview apts.

Large, reasonable for fall.
Riverside Property, 2518284.
400 S.F. studio apt.
Available summer only.
Micro, A/C, intercom
entry. Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005.
1-BDRM. APTS.
$250/mo. 1-bdrm. apts.
$270/mo. These low
summer rents are the best
in town! Rent included
basic utilities, parking,
busline service and on-site
laundry. We have low fall
rates, too! Call 654-8300.
Hurry! They're going fast!
1 'S AND 2'S NEEDED to
fill houses and four-bdrm.
apts. Heat paid,
dishwashers, A/C.
Summer and fall. Excel
Prop. Mgm't. 251-6005.
1.,-ST~P. SHOPPIN!3. We
have what you need for
your summer and fall '96
apt. One, two, three and
four-bdrm. apts. Individual
or joint leases. Various
rents, locations and
amenities. Northern
Management, 654-8300.
4-BDRM. APTS. Two
baths, large rooms. Avail.
for summer and fall.
$330/mo., summer rates.
$245-$220/person for
fall. Close to campus. Call
654-8300.
4-BDRM. APT. Spread
out! Enjoy the entire apt!
Spacious and close to
campus. Summer rates,
$320/mo. Cable included!
Low fall rates, too! Call
654-8300.
A~TS_I Efficiencies, two,
three and four-bdrm.
Summer, $99 and up. FalJ,
$189 and up. Many styles
and locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
One call rents it all!
APTS. Summer and fall.
One to four-bdrm. apts:
Good locations. Dan, 2559163.
APT. AND ROOMS
available next school year.
Reasonable summer rates.
654-6535.

AVAILABLE SUMMER
and tall. Apts. and houses.
Riverside, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apts. near
Coborn's/downtown. Dan,
255-9163.
BENTONWOOD. Twobdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud.
On busline. 12 mo. lease,
$360-$390. Nine mo.
lease, $420-$450. Dan,
255-9163.
BEST SUMMER VALUE
in one, two, three and
four-bdrm. apts.
Charlamaine now available
for s,ummer. Apts. and
real estate. 240-0234.
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
..ge·cul"ity. H eat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-091 o.
0

CAMPUS APTS. Fourbdrm. apts. between
campus and downtown.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
spacious. Available
summer and fall, 2516005.
CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS KNOLLS on the
park. Three and fourbdrm. spacious apts.
Summer/fall. Close to
SGS, 251-1814.
CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT. One,
two, three and four-bdrm.
Summer/fall '96. Finest
facilities, reasonable
rates. Reserve now! 251·
1814.
CAMPUS MANAGEMENT
on Fifth! Laundry, tanning
beds, ample parking, wellmanaged. Call now! 2511814.
CAMPUS PLACE APTS.
Efficiencies, two, three
and four-bdrm. apts. Six

different locations. Free
extra storage closets,
dishwashers, microwaves,
A/C, garages, security.
Heat paid. The plushest pad
in student housing, 2539002.
CHARLAMAINE'S
APTS . Summer openirlgs!
Across from SCSUI
Attractive, clean, quiet,
well-cared-for building.
Practically priced with sun
decks, whirlpool, free
garage (summer only),
dishwasher_ and microwave
ovens. Call 240-0234 for
a tour.

FEMALE TO SHARE apt.
Utilities paid, close to
SCSU and downtown
parking. Call 251-4605.
FEMALE TO SHARE two
and three-bdrm. apts.
Summer and fall, private
rooms, utilities paid,
laundry, parking, quiet and
clean. 253-0451.
FOR RENT: Large house
for summer. $100 each
person. Call SM&M, 2531100.
FOR RENT: Basement of
house. One to two people.
$300/mo. Close to
campus. Call SM&M, 2531100.
,

COLLEGEVIEW. Fourbdrm. near SCS. Spacious,
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airFOUR-BDRM.APTS. 12
mo. starting at $170 each.
conditioning. $199 fall,
,
Heat paid, parking,
$99 summer. River'side
l~uridry. Excel Prop.
Property. Call 251-8284
Mgmt. 251-6005.
or 251-9418.
DOUBLE/SINGLE ROOM
available in newly
remodeled house for '96'97 school year. Close to
campus, free parking. Call
Robin, 202-1513.
EFFICIENCY AND one,
two, three and four-bdrm.
apts. Close to downtown.
Also houses, many extras.
Riverside Property. Call
251-8284 or 251-9418.
EFFICIENCY. Open June
1/fall. Call Matt, 2535787.
FALL HOUSING
AVAILABLE. Two-bdrm.
apts. starting at $415/mo.
Great location, parking,
basic utilities, 1st and 2nd
floor avail. Northern
Management, 654-8300.
FEMALES: HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.
FEMALE ROOMMATE.
Summer, summer/fall, fall
or full year. Call Becky,
656-5685.
FEMALE TO SHARE
house, $110. Utilities
included. Private room.
Call after 5 p.m. 2518564.

FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
Summer $99, fall $189
and up·. All styles ,and
locations. Select
Properties, 253:1154.
HOT DEALS, cool pool.
One and two-bdrms. Great
summer discounts, free
cable, balcony, oudoor
pool. Call Apt. Finders,
259-4040.
HOUSES AND APTS.
Summer and fall. Great
locations. Quality livin~.
Dan, 255-9163.
HOUSES. Only four left.
Four to 1 O people. Also,
one-bdrm. to four-bdrm.
apts.- 255-9163.
HOUSES AVAILABLE
su.rnmer and fall. Six to
eleven people. Call SM&M,
253-1100.
LARGE SINGLE room
with private bathroom and
A/C for the older student.
Utilities included. 706Sixth Ave. S. 252-9226.
LOOKING FOR THREE
MALE n)s, n/d
roommates to share fourbdrm. apt. for summer and
fall on Ninth Ave. $99/mo.
summer. $199/mo. during
school year. Call Pat at
240-1168.
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LOOKING FOR ONE or
two female roommates to
share an apt. with male and
female tor summer mths.
N/S. Call Tim or Melissa,
255-9729.
LOOKING FOR A GROUP
to rent large rooming
house in prime location on
Fifth Ave. Available Sept.
Newly remodeled! 2599434.
M & M SUITES. Oneroom efficiency for
summer and tall. Includes
ai r conditioning, cable,
utilities, 259-9434.
M & M APTS. Fourbdrm. apts. for summer
and fall, 259-9434.
METROVIEW APTS.
Three-bdrms. close t o
SGS, decks, microwaves,
heat paid, air conditioning.
Riverside, 251-9418 or
251-8284.
NORTH CAMPUS. One,
three and four-bdrm. units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1/4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid. Re su lts Property
Management, 253-0910.
OLYMPIC II. Three and
tour-bdrm. units close to
hockey center . Two full
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, qarages,
security. Heat paid.
Re:sults Property
Management•, 253-091 0.
ONE , TWO , .T HREE and
tour-bdrms. No matter
what you're looking for,
Apt. Finders has it. All -at
no charge. 259-4040.
ONE-BDRM. APT. avail.
now or May 1. Near
Coborn's, downtown,
$360. Month to month lease. Dan, 255-9163.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrm. Summer
on ly ... Charlamaine!
Sophisticated style for
summer. 240-0234.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrm. apts. Close to
SGS, heat paid . Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
PRIVATE ROOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus tor summer and
fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates avai labl e .
Campus Quarters, 575Seventh St . S. 252-9226.
QUIET TWO-BDRM.
East side, on busline,
utilities paid. Call
Rob/Aimee, 240-9483.
RENTIN.G SUMMER AND
FALL. Four-bdrm. apts.

Heat included , A/C,
microwaves, laundry , tac.,
garages, parking. 2531320.
ROOMS FOR SUMMER
and tall. Shared bathroom
and kitchen with other
renters. $115 for
summer. $225-$245 for
fall. Utilities, expanded
cable and parking spot
included. Close to SCSU.
Call 253-0094. 515 Sixth
Ave. S.
ROOMS FOR MALE
students. $99/mo.
Summer rates. Four blocks
to SCSU. Call 251-5246.
ROOMS FOR RENT.
$200/mo. Includes
everything. Call Matt,
253-5787.
ROOMMATES WANTED,
Two women, n/s , n/d to
share apt. on Ninth Ave. S.
for summer and tall. Call
Lisa at 255-3506 or Kim
at 255-3351.
SEVEN-BDRM. HOUSE
on Sixth Ave. for 8-10
women. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro, A/C.
Summer and fall. Very
nice!! E.P.M . 251-6005.
SMALL ONE-BDRM.
house tor fall. $450.
Utilities ·paid. 253-6606.
ST_ATEVIEW. Larg9:
four-bdrm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, secufity, heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
STATESIDE APTS .
Four-bdrm. apts., 1 1/2
baths, heat paid,
dishwashers, microwave,
A/C. Renting symmer and
fall. E.P.M. 251-6005.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and tour-bdrm. ur:iits
close to SGS.
Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid . Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
SUMMER/FALL '96• 9 7. Female roommatJ:!
wanted. Large private
bdrms. $220-$240 with
Utilities. Phone and cable
included. Call Lisa or
Emily, 654-6742.
SUMMER AND FALL
'96-'97 schoo l year . Two,
four and five-bdrm. apts.
$230-$269. Call 2599283 or 252-6697. ·
"THE CASTLE." Two to
four-bdrm. apts. available.
S/F. 255-9163.
TWO-BDRM_ APT.
Clean, quiet, near campus.
$400/mo. 656-5258.

TWO~BDRM . for summer.
Call Matt, 253-5787.
TWO-BDRM. APTS .
Close to SGS. Two , three
or tour persons. A/C.
Riverside Property, 2518284 or 25·1 - 9418.

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants &
scholarships available!
Billions of $$$ in private
fund ing. Qualify
immediately. (800) AID2-HELP, (800) 243-2435.

packages. For more
information, call Paul at
654-8501.

-J!4M,ii@ii
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TWO-BDRM. DUPLEX.
large bdrms . Available
June 1. Rick, 251-894·1.

TWO-BDRM_ APL by
Halenbeck. New carpet.
Summe r only. 251-8941.
TWO, THREE ANO
FOUR-BDRM . APTS.
avaii"able for summer.
259-9434.
TWO, THREE AND
FOUR-BDRM . APTS .
Summer sta rting at
$260/mo. Dishwasher,
micro, A/C. Excel Prop.
Mgmt. 251 :6005.
UNIVERSITY NORTH_
Two, three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid, decks,
dishwashers. Riverside
Property , 251-8284 or
251-9418.
UNIVERSITY PLACE.
Three and four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, carports, campus
close. E.P.M. 251-6005.
UNIVERSITY WEST on
Seventh. Four-bdrm.
apts :r _heat paid, garages ,
laundry, dishwashers,
newer building. E.P.M.
251-6005.

UNIVERSITY WEST II .
large tour-bdrm . units
with spacious closets,
parking, garages, security.
Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
WEST CAMPUS. Fourbdrm. apts. Heat and cable
paid, dishwashers,
microwaves, A/C, close to
Haler.ibeck Hall, 251_-6005.
WINDSOR WEST. Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
dishwashers, microwaves ,
parking, security. Heat
paid . Results Property
Management, 253-091 0 .

ADOPTION. Pediatrician
and stay-home mom
(teacher) seeks infant to
share happy, secure home.
Call collect. Phil or Laura.
(612) 421-7027.

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS! Over $6
billion in public and private
sector grants and
scholarships is now
available. All students are
el ig ible. let us help. For
more info. ca ll (800) 2636495 ext. F56813.

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS:!!! Grants and
scholarships available!
Billions of $$$ in private
funding. Qualify
immediately. (800) AID2-HELP, (800) 243-2435) .
ARE YOU READY for
Natural High Day. It' s
coming soon . 10 a.m . to 3
p.m. May 8 on the Atwood
Mall.
EDGEFEST Ill TICKETS!
Need to sell, leaving state.
Call Brian B. at 656-5560
for info . Several
available, rate negotiable.
HEPATITIS A and
Hepatitis B vaccines
available at Health
Services. Both take six
months to complete.
Insurance may cover cost.
Call for free consultation.
255-3193.
INSTANT CA$H. You
keep driving. No credit
check. Capstone Auto
Pawn , 252-1490.
PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the

~~n~~;~.d
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1962 24 hrs/day. 400
East St. Germain St., Suite
205, St. Cloud.
RESUMES/COVER
LETTERS . Professional.
240-2355.
TOM'S BARBERSHo·p ,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. ·2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
on Weds. for ROTC and
Guard Headquarters and all
other students, $5. Al l
other weekdays, $6.
TYPING THESES (APA
style available). _$pell
check, laser printing.
240-2355 .
TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING. Term
papers, reports, thesis,
etc. Efficient service,
reasonable, flexible hours.
Call Alice at 251-7001.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous,
will work with you to
determine a shooting
schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
photographers to make
sure that every angle gets
covered. Very reasonable

$ CRUISE SHIP HIRING!
Students needed! $$$+free
travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!)
Seasonal/permanent, no
experience necessary.
Gde . (919) 929-4398 ext.
C1158.

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
circulars. For info. ca ll
(301) 306-1207.

$200-$500 WEEKLY .
Mailing brochures. No
experience necessary. For
information send a selfaddressed envelope to:
Uni_versal Travel, P.O. Box
610188, Miami, FL 33261.
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Students
needed! Fishing industry.
Earn up to $3,000 $6,000/mo. Room and
board! Transportation!
Male or female. No
experience necessary. Call
(206) 971-3510 ext.
A56812.
AMBITIOUS, HONEST,
respectful ai:,d se lfmotivated. Property
maintenance an'd
' riuthagerri€ln·t. ,._ ~any duties·.~
Employment available April
- Sept. Extension possible.
Dan, 255-9163.
AMBITIOUS, SELFMOTIVATED, honest and
respectful. Painting
int/ext, 18wn care, misc.
duties. Employment
available April-September.
Possible long-term work in
SCSU area. Dan, 2559163.
ATTENTION: HUMAN
SERVICE majors. We
offer va luabl e experience
using proactive approaches
to meet the challenging
needs of clients with
autism/MR. We are hiring
staff to work in our
residential setting
assisting with teaching
daily living skills to
adults/adolescents. We
provide extensive
o ri e nta ti on/training,
located in Brooklyn Park
(694 and Brooklyn Blvd).
Starting pay $8$8.25/hr., flexible
schedule (great tor
students), regu larly
schedU led performance
reviews/raises. Call Staff
Manager 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
M-F, 560-2988. EOE
BASS AND DRUMS
needed for modern rock
band to perform originals
and covers. Call Chris,
654-6974.
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COLLEGE STUDENTS.
Local company has
openings for spring work.
Full or part -ti me available.
$265-$320 wkly. To set
up interview, phone 2 _
5 11752.

suburbs. No experience
necessary!! $6.50-$9/hr.
Call Andy , 363-3762.

help in June and part of
July for filling and hauling '
fertil i ze t tanks . 2594915, evenings.

IDEAL POSITIONS.
Local company has openings SALES POSITION for
for spring work. FuH or,
·tall. Call Fitzharris Ski &
part-time available.
Sport. 251-284il.
CRUISE SHIP NOW
$265-$320 wkly. To set
HIRING - Earn up to
up interview, phone 251SUMMER RESORT
$2 ,000+/mo. working on
1752.
WORK. Lost Lake Lodge
cruise ships or land-tour
near Brainerd, MN is hiring
companies. World travel.
NANNIES! Call the elite
waiters/waitress/houseke
Seasonal & full-time
nanny service! Positions
epers. Intimate resort
employment available. No . nationwide! Top salaries.
with uncommonly good
experience necessary. For
(No summer placements).
working environment.
more information, call
Year commitment only.
Room/board available.
(206) 971-3550 ext.
Nannies Plus . Sandy,
6415 Lost Lake Lodge Rd.
C56813.
(800) 726-3965.
Lake Shore, MN 56468.
(218) 9,63-2681.
lostlake@uslink.net
CUSTOMER SERVICE.
NATIONAL PARKS
Kinko's, the copy center.
HIRING - Positions are
Committed t9 quality
now available at national
TEACHER/
service for our customers
parks, forests & w ildlife
ADMINISTRATOR. Biand quality employment for preserves. Excellent
weekly educator vacancy
our co-workers. Kinko's
benefits + bonuses! Call
li st. Comprehensive,
leads the duplicating
(206) 971-3620 ext.
professional, one of the
industry with more than
N56812.
"best" MEPS (f.{lN
800 branch offices around
Educators Placement
the wor ld. Join our team!
PT STOCKING position.
Service), P .0. Box 526,
Full-time day, part-time
Frozen food/dairy dept.
Sti llwater , MN 55082 .
evening and weekend
Availability, M-F 3 p.m. to
(612) 430-2005.
customer serv ice positions
8 p.m. Sat/Sun . 6 a.m. to
available . Y'o u'I I be
8 p.m. 15-20 hrs. wkly.
TENNIS JOBS: At
responsible for consu lting
Apply at customer service, privately-owned children's
with cust omers, placing
Cub Foods West. EOE
summer camps in NY, PA
their orders and doing
and Maine. Need good
actual production using
PT DELI COUNTER
teaching skills &
state-of-the-art high
position. Availability, M-F
competitive background.
speed copiers and othe r
3 p.m. t0 10 p.m. SaUSun. . Must love kids! Be
equipment. Paid trainin g
7 a.m. to 1 O p.m. 15-20
available June 18 thru Aug.
will beg in immediately. lf
hrs. wkly. Ap ply at
18. (800) 443-6428.
you're looking f o r a
customer service, Cub
Foods West. . EOE
company who recognizes
TIRED OF LOOKING?
vo ur contribution, Kinko's
'92 SCSU grad with
.Copy ,Center: s is the.place.! , PT ,SER.M.IC.E_M~A_T
speech, business and mass
Apply at our St. Cloud
counter position .
comm. background looking
Avai lab ility , M-F 3 p.m. to
for individuals with
store! EOE
9 p.m. Sat/Sun. 8 a.m. to
ambition to succeed.
9 p.m. 15-20 hrs. wkly.
Serious inquires please.
EASTERN EUROPE
JOB s - Teach basic
Apply at customer service, Call 240-0863.
conversational English in
Cub Foods West. EOE
Prague, Budapest or
TRADEHOME SHOES now
Krakow. No teaching
PAINT OUTSIDE in St.
hiring for summer
employment. 20-40
certificate or European
Cloud or Twin Cities this
languages required.
summer. Work with
hrs/wk. Must be
Inexpensive room & board
friends and get a tan. No
enthusiastic and selfexperience necessary. $5- motivated. Flexible hours.
+ other benefits. For info.
call (206) 971-3680 ext.
$8/ h c. Call (800) 265Please apply in person.
K56811.
1133 for information.
252-4361, Crossroads
Center.
HELP WANTED :
RESPONSIBLE NANNY
Sprin'g/summer. Fixing up
and housekeeper. Full-time VERSATILE ARTIST
summer and part-time
rental units. Painting,
WANTED. From comic
lawn work, light
school year. Busy
book styles such as Rip
maintenance. Flexible
household with three fun
Claw, Spawn. Also album
hours. $6/hr. Phone 253- boys. Safe driver and non- and cd covers for books on
4222, Andy.
smoker. 251-2052.
tape and lndi Record Label
Company Funktheater.
HOUSE PAINTERS
RICE, ROYAL TON area
(218) 746-3838.
wanted in NW Twin Cities
fertilizers dealer needs

WATERFRONT JOBS:
At privately-owned
ch ildren's:summer camps .
NY, PA and Maine. Need
skills in swimming ,
waterskiing, sailing,
windsurfing and canoeing.
WSI, lifeguards helpful. Be
available June 18 thru Aug.
18. Call Arlene, (800)
443-6428.
•

1986 MERCURY LYNX.
$450. New starter,
battery, fuel pump . Needs
minor repair. Cati 2401350.
FORD TEMPO '87.·
$2,100. 5-speed.
Excellent condition, ready
to drive and go. Call Ming,
253-9820.
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JESUS RULES.
JESUS AND SATAN a re
pretend. No doubt the same
Christians who try t o make
excuses for the Christians
who followed Hitler, try to
make the same excuses for
the atheists who foll owed
Stalin. No doubt at all.
7_0 % of WWII was fought in
Russia. The atheist
Russians did at least on
good thing. They did most
of the job of defeating
Hitler and his Christian
Nazis, even though Jesus
was on Germany's side and
paid the price , 20 million
dead. Atheism is true.
Question.
PROFESSING TO BE
WISE, they became fools.
Romans 1 :22.

~

GET INVOLVED with
student government.
Meetings are held at 5 p.m.
eve ry Thursday in the
Glacier Room , Atwood. For
more info. call 255-3751.

UTVS TELEVISION is
looking for dedicated
members. All majors
welcome. Visit us in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
255-4111 for more
information.
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AMERICAN MARKETING
Association .. "Buildi n g
experience fo·r ,tomorrow .. ~
All majors welcome. Join
us on Wednesdays at noon
and 5 p.m. in Stewart Hall,
Room 308.
AKITA INFORMATION
MEETING from 4:30 p .m.
to 5 :30 p.m. May 2 in the
St. Croix Room.
Information by Bruce
Holzschuh , MSl:.IS Akita
recruiter.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES has many·parttime and summer job
opportunities. Come to our
office in AS 101. Hours
are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
M-F.
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS Association
e le ct ions are from 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. May 2 in the
Mississippi Room. Come
and vote!
NEW ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS meetings at
1 :30 p.m. Tuesdays in
Newman Center, classroom

C.
EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
CULTURES! Come join
International Students
Association (ISA).
Meetings are at 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. every Thursday in
Lady's Slipper Room,
Atwood.
STILL STARING out your
dorm room window? Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity has
planned loads of spring
quarter events. Check us
out today. 253-9755.
DID YOU KNOW Delta ·
Sigma Phi national
fraternity maintains alumni
connections across the
U.S.? Big-time
networking. Make your
first care.er move today.
253 -9755.
BLOOD DONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Bloodmobile is at 1204 S.
Seventh St. It's there
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
every Friday. Phone 2517641. Walk-ins welcome!
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